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GUIDE TO NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY STANDARDS:
PREPARATION CRITERIA, AVAILABILITY, AND

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS*

S.-T. Hsue, J. E. Stewart, T. E. Sampson,
G. W. Butler, C. R. Rudy, and P. M. Rinard

Abstract

For certification and measurement control, nondestructive assay
(NDA) instruments and methods used for verification measurements of
special nuclear materials (SNMs) require calibrations based on certified
reference materials (CRMs), or working reference materials (WRMs),
traceable to the national system of measurements, and adequately
characteristic of the unknowns. The Department of Energy Office of
Safeguards and Security is sponsoring production of a comprehensive guide
to preparation of NDA standards. The scope of the report includes
preparation criteria, current availability of CRMs and WRMs, practical
considerations for preparation and characterization, and an extensive
bibliography.

In preparing the report, based primarily on experience at Los
Alamos, we have found that standards preparation is highly dependent on
the particular NDA method being applied. We therefore include sections
that contain information specific to commonly used neutron and gamma-ray
NDA techniques.

We also present approaches that are alternatives to, or minimize
requirements for physical standards. In this section, we describe instrument
cross-calibration, where one member of a family of nearly identical
detectors is carefully calibrated with WRMs (defining the calibration curve
shape), and other detectors are normalized to the reference detector, using a
single WRM, or an isotopic source. Another alternative, that is becoming
increasingly viable, is the use of Monte Carlo simulations to define shape,
and a single WRM, or isotopic source for normalization. Another cost- and
effort-saving approach is characterize WRMs with the combination of
calorimetry and plutonium isotopics (Cal/Iso). In many practical cases,
Cal/Iso values are more accurate than can be obtained with destructive
analysis and weighing.

The guide is tailored to a wide audience, US DOE facilities,
although considerable interest has been shown from those concerned with
materials control and accountability in Russia, Europe, Japan and South
America.





EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As the role of nondestructive assay (NDA) techniques has grown in the
implementation of material control and accounting (MC&A) systems for domes-
tic US and international safeguards at nuclear facilities, so has the importance of
physical standards for instrument calibration and measurement control. Most
NDA techniques rely on physical standards for calibration.

Through calibration measurements of physical standards, an absolute or
relative relationship is established between instrument response and the masses
or ratios of SNM nuclides known to be present. Physical standards are also
routinely used to test, verify, and normalize instrument response.

Physical properties of standards are considered to be known absolutely
through accepted systems of fabrication, analysis, documentation, and control.
The "true" values of standards parameters are usually based on methods of
destructive analyses (DA) and must be as free of bias as is practicable,
depending on the NDA method in question.

For optimum use of physical standards, physical properties must match
those of unknowns sufficiently so as to not significantly alter the observed
NDA response. Frequently, success is obtained when physical standards have
known, correctable deviations in properties, compared with unknowns.

Physical standards for NDA, then, are a necessary part of the successful
application of any NDA technique, regardless of the number or variety required.
While many papers and books have been written describing development and
application of NDA techniques, very few publications have been devoted exclu-
sively to NDA standards. This report is intended as a review of available NDA
standards and the fundamental physical principles involved in their preparation.

The Introduction (Chapter I) presents the motivation for preparing the
report, the rationale for the emphasis on practical guidance and some fundamen-
tal definitions for standards. Next we discuss the individual NDA techniques
most frequently used in the US and European facilities with emphasis on stan-
dards that are applicable to each technique. For each NDA method, a
description of the physical principles of the measurement, guidelines for
preparation of standards, availability of standards, and practical considerations
are given in Chapters II and III. In Chapter IV we discuss the certified
reference (CRM) and working reference material (WRM) standards that are
currently available in the US and Europe. Chapter V is a generic description of
the standards preparation procedures and traceability to the national system of
measurements. In Chapter VI, we discuss methods to maximally utilize
existing standards and alternatives to standards that are less costly and time-
consuming. Chapter VH describes quality assurance of standards through the
calorimetry exchange program, calibration using the combination
calorimetry/gamma-ray assay and standards recertification. The last chapter
(Chapter VIE) gives six recommendations and the rationale for each. These
recommendations are repeated here, as an aid to the reader.



RECOMMENDATIONS

/ . Establish, within the United States, a resource center (such as
PERLA in the EEC) housing an extensive collection of well-
characterized NDA standards and where laboratories exist in
which NDA systems are characterized, calibrated, and used for
training.

The US has no dedicated center where users can bring their NDA
instruments for evaluation and calibration. We recommend establishing, in the
US, a resource center such as the Safeguards Performance Laboratory
(PERLA) in the European Economic Community (EEC).

2. Request that NBL/IRMM develop several CRMs.

Several CRMs should be produced that would be very useful to the user
community. Because of the difficulty in preparing CRMs, they should be
selected carefully in conjunction with the development effort to reduce the
number of standards required to calibrate NDA systems. If New Brunswick
Laboratory (NBL) and the European Institute for Reference Materials and Meas-
urements (IRMM ) have difficulty in fabricating some of these CRMs, national
laboratories can provide support. The plutonium-bearing CRMs may be issued
in limited sets because of the difficulty in shipping. Two needs stand out: a
pure plutonium metal standards set and a low-density standards set.

3. Develop bulk-plutonium WRMs

Several WRMs should be produced that would be very useful to the user
community at the resource facility. These items should not be shipped from
site to site. Three; needs have been identified: an impure oxide set, a pure
plutomum metal set, and a MOX set and a wet plutomum oxide set.

4. Establish the combination of calorimetry and plutonium gamma
spectrometry as an acceptable, routine method to certify
plutonium-bearing WRMs.

The combination of calorimetry and plutonium gamma spectrometry is a
powerful approach for characterization of plutonium-bearing WRMs. The
combination is less precise and has larger bias than chemical analysis, but the
combination is cheaper and more timely. With sufficient counting time, preci-
sion and bias of better than 0.3% can be achieved for homogeneous and
relatively pure plutonium samples. This is certainly sufficient for waste assay
systems where the precision and bias are in the several percent range. This is
probably adequate for certifying secondary WRMs.



5. Publish a reference manual on the standards (RMs) that cannot
and should not be shipped from site to site.

Some NDA standards, because of physical size, cannot be shipped from site
to site. Also, some low-level waste standards that are used to flag disposable
waste at the 100 nCi/g level, should not be shipped to other sites because of
ease of preparation. It will be very useful to publish a practical guide to
illustrate how these standards are made.

6. Establish the calculational approach as an acceptable, routine
method of NDA instrument calibration.

Some standards cannot be characterized without being partially or completely
destroyed at great expense. Examples of this are fresh and spent reactor fuel-
elements.





I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Material control and accounting (MC&A) systems are designed to keep track of
special nuclear materials (SNM) in any accountable process, and they are based on
quantitative measurements that are used to form material balances within that process.
Accordingly, our ability to use material balances to detect significant losses from the
process depends greatly on accurate measurements. In the last decade, nondestructive
assay (NDA) techniques have become important analytical tools for the quantitative
determination of SNM. NDA has the advantage that it is often cheaper and more timely
than destructive analysis (DA), requires less training of the operator, and does not generate
any hazardous or radioactive waste. In some cases, such as scrap and waste from chemical
or physical processes involving SNM wherein the sample is often very non-homogeneous,
NDA may be the only method for determining the SNM content with reasonable accuracy.
A detailed discussion of the various NDA techniques can be found in Passive
Nondestructive Assay of Nuclear Materials published by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission in 1991.1

Most NDA techniques rely on standards for calibration. A good calibration defines
an absolute or relative relationship between the NDA instrument response and masses or
ratios of SNM nuclides known to be present. The calibration takes into account the
detection efficiency, any collimator between the sample and detector, all absorbers, and any
other factor that will affect the response of the system. NDA standards, therefore, are a
crucial part of any NDA technique, regardless of the number or variety required. While
many papers and books have discussed NDA techniques, very few publications have been
devoted exclusively to NDA standards. This report is intended as a review of the available
NDA standards and the fundamental physical principles involved in their preparation. We
have also included a bibliography on NDA standards in the Appendix.

NDA standards are generally of a physical size, SNM mass, and chemical form that
is applicable to the NDA technique being calibrated, but the standards do not have to match
exactly the type of material being measured. There is a general impression that the
standards need to match the samples in all aspects of chemical composition; this is overly
restrictive and would require many different standards. NDA standards should have
properties that represent the materials being measured in all characteristics that affect the
NDA measurement. For NDA standards the emphasis should be placed on calibrating the
technique. For example, plutonium oxide standards for neutron coincidence counting need
to contain a minimum of the impurities that contribute to the (a,n) reaction, whereas
standards that contain a substantial amount of such impurities are perfectly adequate for
neutron multiplicity counting. Understanding the physical principles of all the NDA
techniques offers the opportunity to minimize the number of sets of standards required.
Standards with the best pedigree (high-quality documentation that provides traceability to
the national system of measurements) will not necessarily be suitable for the calibration of a
technique that does not represent in some significant way the material in question. This
report explains the important factors of the standards required for each of the NDA
techniques discussed.



First we will discuss the NDA techniques that are most frequently used in the
United States (US) and European facilities with the emphasis on the standards that are
applicable to each technique. We will not discuss the emerging NDA technologies, such as
tomographic gamma scanning, because these newer techniques are still in development.

The preparation of an NDA standard is expensive and time-consuming. If a set of
standards is prepared incorrectly, it is a waste of both time and money; in addition, SNM
waste is generated and it must be disposed of or recovered. Therefore the fabrication of
standards must be planned very carefully. Clearly the physical properties of SNM (nuclide
mass, composition, distribution, and matrix) significant to NDA instrument response must
be known precisely throughout the fabrication procedure and sample characterization. The
examples in this report show the amount of care and thought that have gone into the
preparation of each set of working reference material (WRM) standards and should be a
useful guide to those who need to prepare standards. We will also discuss how well the
standards need to be prepared and characterized. In some cases, such as waste assays,
where the precision and bias requirements are less stringent than for input or output
samples, highly accurate standards of good pedigree are perhaps not necessary. We will
discuss an alternative method of certifying waste assay standards that is easy to accomplish
and therefore less costly.

B . Practical Guidance

We would like to emphasize that this report is intended to serve as a practical guide
to the NDA user community. In Chapter IV, in addition to the NDA techniques, we
discuss the certified reference material (CRM) and WRM standards that are currently
available. Only two sets of NDA CRMs are available in the US and Europe. While it is
not possible to discuss every set of WRM that exists, we will select certain well-prepared
and documented WRM sets that best represent the wide variety of WRM standards that
have been prepared. In Chapter V we address standards preparation methodology by
summarizing the general underlying principles of the preparation of standards. In this
chapter we also describe how these standards can be traced back to a chemical analysis.
Chemical analysis (destructive analysis, or DA) has existed much longer than NDA and the
traceability of DA to CRM standards is better established and accepted by the user
communities. DA provides the link that allows NDA measurements to be traceable to the
national system of measurements.

One fact stands out from experience with NDA calibration: if the assay technique
has a linear response as a function of SNM content, then the number of standards needed
for calibration is small, ranging from three to five. In these systems, a low-mass standard
is not very useful because the counting statistics of such a standard are poor in a normal
counting time. If the assay technique has a nonlinear response, such as the Active Well
Coincidence Counter (AWCC), then it is crucial to have many standards covering the assay
range to adequately define the nonlinear curve.

While it is desirable to have many sets of CRM standards for an NDA system, in
practice they are not apt to be available in a timely manner. Some of the requirements for
WRMs are mandated by Department of Energy (DOE) regulations and must be followed
closely. Therefore facilities need to be conversant in the preparation of WRMs. This
report is intended to assist the staff of nuclear facilities in understanding how to prepare



WRMs. There are also many users of NDA instruments who are routinely confronted with
calibration requirements. This report will help them in understanding what standards are
available and how some other facilities have dealt with the standards issue.

Some of the standards are hard to fabricate and difficult to store. A typical example
of this is irradiated spent nuclear fuel. These samples are highly radioactive, hard to
characterize, and difficult to store. When a spent-fuel element is chemically characterized,
the standard is destroyed in the process. In these cases, the alternative to using a standard
is to certify a calculational method. An example of this will be given in Chapter VI
whereby Monte Carlo calculations were successfully used to simulate mixed oxide (MOX)
fuel elements. The calculational method can also be used to reduce the cost of fabricating
NDA standards.

After a set of standards has been prepared, it is important to have a program to
assure the quality of the standards. As we point out in Chapter VII, this can be done by
using NDA to reverify standards. It can also be done by round robin sample exchange or
other material exchange programs. We will also discuss the calorimetry exchange
(CALEX) program in the US in some detail.

Finally we discuss our recommendations for future directions of research and
development on NDA standards that can save the NDA user community money and effort.
One of the recommendations is to establish the acceptance of NDA techniques to certify
standards. Another recommendation is to achieve better acceptance of calculational
approaches for the design and also for the certification of standards.

C. Definitions

1. Standards. Standards can be divided into primary and secondary
categories. Primary NDA standards have a good pedigree, uniform distribution of SNM,
good chemical characterization traceable to chemical CRMs, and consistent verification
measurements. These standards can be used with confidence for the technique in use.
NDA CRM standards are always primary standards for the calibration of an assay
technique.

Secondary standards have one or more problems with their pedigree. The sample
may not have a uniform distribution of SNM, or the verification measurement may detect
some inconsistency with the primary standards. In these cases, some adjustments may
have to be made to the accepted values of the standard, making it a secondary standard.

2 . Certified Reference Material. CRM standards prepared from nuclear
materials are typically of high purity and have good chemical stability or reproducible
stoichiometry. They are certified using the most accurate and precise measurement
methods available, often with more than one laboratory involved in making certification
measurements. CRMs are generally used on a national or international level, and they are
at the top of the metrological hierarchy of reference materials.

A CRM standard has one or more property values certified by a technically valid
procedure and is always accompanied by or traceable to a certificate or other documentation
issued by a certifying body. In the US the certifying body for chemical composition,
isotopic composition, and NDA measurements is the New Brunswick Laboratory (NBL)
of DOE. In Europe, the certifying body is the Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements



(CBNM), in Geel, Belgium, now known as the Institute for Reference Materials and
Measurements (IRMM).

Because a CRM standard is considered a primary reference material, it must be
available to a wide and perhaps international audience for an extended period of time. In
light of these considerations, the designers of a CRM standard are severely limited in the
quantity of SNM that can be put into that standard, mainly because of compliance concerns
with the nuclear and other regulatory agencies in different laboratories in the US and in
other countries where the CRM might be needed. These limitations are undoubtedly the
reason why only two sets of CRMs for NDA have been produced in the past twenty years.

3 . Working Reference Material. While WRMs should have quality
characteristics similar to CRMs, the rigor used to achieve those characteristics is not usually
as stringent as for CRMs. Where possible, CRMs are used to calibrate the methods used
for establishing the concentration values or amount of SNM assigned to a WRM, thus
providing traceability back to CRMs. A WRM is normally prepared for a specific NDA
instrument at the facility where it is needed.

Because of the importance of having highly reliable measurement data from nuclear
materials, particularly for control and accountability purposes, CRMs are sometimes used.
However, CRMs prepared from SNM are not always available for specific applications.
Thus there may be an urgent need for a laboratory or facility to prepare WRMs. The
supply of CRMs is often too limited in the quantities needed for long-term, routine use.
Well-characterized WRMs can appropriately be used in place of CRMs in most
applications.

SNM solution standards are difficult to prepare and use because of the harsh
chemical and physical properties. Chemical instabilities and radioactivity are two factors
that must be dealt with carefully. Plutonium solution standards are always prepared locally
at each site and only WRM solutions are available. It is difficult or impossible to ship
solution standards from site to site because of compliance requirements from regulatory
agencies. Thus in many cases, the only viable option is to prepare a WRM solution
standard at the facility where it is needed.

Some WRMs are as well-characterized as the CRM standards. An example of this
is the set of plutonium oxide and MOX standards at PERformance LAboratory (PERLA).23

However this is the only set fabricated and it is available for use only at PERLA.
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II. OVERVIEW: GAMMA-RAY TECHNIQUES

A. Plutonium Isotopic Measurements

1 . Introduction. The role of standards in the nondestructive measurement of
the isotopic composition of plutonium (and uranium) using gamma-ray spectroscopy is
significantly different than for standards used with other NDA methods. These differences
arise because the method most highly developed and used does not require calibration with
standards, relying instead on known values of fundamental physical constants and internal
or intrinsic self-calibration. This approach allows the measurement of the isotopic
composition of the plutonium in samples of arbitrary size, shape, and physical and
chemical composition inside containers of arbitrary and unknown size and composition,
with a measurement geometry that is not required to be reproducible.

Nevertheless, standards still play an important role in the implementation and
characterization of this measurement technique. It is only by using standards to check
measurement performance that one can be assured that the measurement technique is indeed
performing as required and that the accuracy or measurement bias can be characterized.

In the following sections we will develop the basis for these measurements that
makes them independent of standards, discuss reference material standards that are
available for measurement characterization, and describe how facilities may use working
standards for the same purpose.

2 . Measurement Principles. The photopeak area for a single gamma ray can
be written as

(1)

where C(£p = photopeak area of gamma-ray j with energy Ey. emitted from

isotope i,

V = decay constant of isotope i (kl = In 2/T'1/2 , where Tm is the
half-life of isotope I),

Nl = number of atoms of isotope i,

BRlj = branching ratio (gamma rays/disintegration) of gamma-ray j from

isotope/, and

e(Ej) = total efficiency for photopeak detection of a gamma ray with
energy Er Includes detector efficiency, geometry, sample self-
absorption, and attenuation in materials between the sample and
detector.

When this equation is applied to gamma-ray j from isotope i and a second gamma-
ray m from a second isotope k and rearranged, the atom ratio of the two isotopes i and k is
given by

13
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In Eq. 1 and 2, the photopeak areas C(E) are measured and the half-lives Tm and
branching ratios BR are known nuclear data. The total efficiency e(E) in Eq. 1 has been
expressed in terms of the relative efficiency RE in Eq. 2. Geometry factors cancel and the
relative efficiency ratio includes only sample self-absorption, attenuation in materials
between the sample and detector, and detector efficiency. The use of an efficiency ratio
removes the need for reproducible geometry and makes the isotopic ratio method applicable
to samples of arbitrary size, shape, and composition.

At this point the relative efficiency in Eq. 2 is still unknown, although it is only a
function of energy. Rearranging Eq. 1 gives

(3)

In Eq. 3, the term in brackets is a constant for a given isotope; the relative efficiency
as a function of energy may be obtained from the variation of C (E 1^IBRi with energy for a
series of gamma-rays j from a single isotope i. This variation with energy is the same for
all isotopes in the sample (assuming no isotopic heterogeneities) and "curves" for several
isotopes may be normalized to each other to provide more data for the relative efficiency
curve. The relative efficiency curve is unique to each detector-sample-measurement
combination and therefore must be obtained directly from the measurement data on each
individual sample. The curve cannot be predetermined; instead, it is intrinsic or "self-
determined" for every measurement.

Once the relative efficiency has been determined via Eq. 3, all the terms in Eq. 2 are
known, giving a measurement of the ratio of isotope i to isotope j that is independent of
calibration and standards. When Eq. 2 is used to determine the ratio of each isotope to a
common isotope, the isotope ratio data may be combined to produce absolute isotope
fractions.

Typical relative efficiency curves shown in Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate that, as expected,
the curves are sensitive to the characteristics of the sample and detector.

3 . Use of Standards. Standards still play an important role in isotopic
measurements even though a complete isotopic distribution may be obtained without
calibration or the use of standards. Their primary use is to verify that a particular
implementation of the general measurement principles discussed above gives results of
sufficient accuracy for the application.
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Fig. 1. Relative efficiency curves for a small plutonium sample measured with two
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Using Eq. 2 in analysis algorithms to completely analyze a gamma-ray spectrum
and produce a plutonium isotopic composition is a very complex process. Three plutonium
isotopic analysis computer codes have been developed in the United States and are in use
throughout the world. These codes are the FRAM2"4 code developed at Los Alamos, the
MGA5'6 code developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), and the
TRIFID7 code developed at Rocky Flats. These codes differ somewhat in the energy
ranges analyzed and in the detailed methods for obtaining peak areas and relative efficiency
curves but share a common feature in that they include empirical correction factors to fine
tune the results. The need for these factors arises because of imperfect peak-area analysis
methods, imperfect modeling of the relative efficiency curve, and uncertainties in the
published nuclear data (mainly in the branching ratios). While the analysis results from
these codes are not free from bias, the bias on individual isotopic fractions may be < 1%,
relative, under good measurement conditions. An indication of the improvement that these
empirical adjustments may produce is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.

The results in Figs. 3 and 4 are displayed as the ratio of the measured value to the
certified or accepted value. The accepted value in nearly all cases comes from a mass
spectrometry (MS) measurement and, in some instances, an alpha spectrometry
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Fig. 3. The bias for two integral parameters calculated from the measured isotopic
distribution. Values were calculated using an initial set of parameters.
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Fig. 4. Same data set as in Fig. 3 recalculated after parameter adjustments,
results for the effective 240Pu fraction are significantly improved.

The

measurement for 238Pu. The existence of an MS value for the isotopic composition of an
item is, for most purposes, all that is required to consider the item a "standard" for
nondestructive measurements of the isotopic composition of plutonium.

We enclose the word "standard" in quotation marks to indicate that this may not be
a standard in the true metrology sense, although it is very likely to be considered as one at
some level in the standards hierarchy. In most cases, the accuracy and precision of the
isotopic composition determined by MS is better than that for the nondestructive gamma-
ray measurement, although there are exceptions for which the precision of the NDA
measurement may exceed that of the destructive MS measurement. Most mass
spectrometer measurements are carried out with strict quality control and with the use of
CRMs for calibrating the mass spectrometer. The proper application of these long-
practiced techniques in the analytical mass spectrometry laboratory will result in
measurements that are traceable to the national measurement system and the resulting
measured items may be considered as working standards in most instances. It is this
widely accepted protocol that permits one to say that the isotopic measurements represented
in Figs. 3 and 4 are being compared to "standards" when the item has an accepted value
from MS carried out under controlled conditions with traceable MS standards.
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4 . Examples of Standards. We present examples of standards in several
categories. Standards can be used for direct comparison with nondestructive isotopic
measurements and standards are also used to calibrate the mass spectrometers.

This second category of standards is important for NDA isotopic measurements
because they are the conduit through which NDA working standards may be traceable to
the national measurement system.

Both groups of standards can be represented by high-level standards, usually
CRMs, and lower-level standards, usually called working standards.

a. Isotopic Reference Materials for NDA. Only two CRM standards
have been prepared expressly for nondestructive isotopic analysis measurements.

CBNM Nuclear Reference Material 271 This standards set was prepared by the
CBNM (now called the IRMM in Geel, Belgium, a laboratory of the Commission
of the European Communities) and was issued with a certification date of 20 June
1986. The set consists of four sealed stainless steel containers each containing a
sintered pellet of about 6.6 g of PuO2. The cans are 40 mm in diameter by 21 mm
tall, each containing one of four isotopic compositions. They are labeled according
to their nominal 239Pu percentage as CBNM Pu 93, CBNM Pu 84, CBNM Pu 70,
and CBNM Pu 61. They are certified for 238Pu-242Pu and241 Am isotopic fractions.
Only a few sets of these standards exist in the United States (Los Alamos, LLNL,
and NBL). The user should directly contact IRMM for availability.

EC Certified Nuclear Reference Material 171/NBL CRM 969 This set of low-
enriched uranium standards issued in 1985 was prepared and certified jointly in the
US and Europe. These standards were prepared primarily for uranium enrichment
measurements but may also be used for nondestructive isotopic analysis
measurements analogous to those developed for plutonium. The Los Alamos
FRAM code can measure uranium in addition to plutonium while the MGAU code
(a separate but similar code to MGA) was developed expressly for uranium. The
set consists of five sealed aluminum alloy cans each containing 200 g of U3Og in a
different enrichment. The cans are 80 mm in diameter by 90 mm tall with nominal
235U enrichments of 0.31%, 0.71%, 1.94%, 2.95%, and 4.46%. These materials
may be obtained from the NBL in Argonne, IL.

b . Isotopic Reference Materials for Mass Spectrometry. Other
standards are available for calibration of mass spectrometers. These standards provide the
traceability to the national measurement system needed for NDA working standards whose
pedigree arises from an isotopic analysis on a mass spectrometer calibrated with traceable
materials.

CRM 136. 137. 138 fformerly National Bureau of Standards (NBS) 946. 947.
948) These reference materials are the primary US standards available for the
calibration of mass spectrometers. Each standard contains about 0.25 g of
plutonium as a sulfate. The nominal 240Pu enrichments are 12% for CRM 136
(NBS 946), 18% for CRM 137 (NBS 947), and 8% for CRM 138 (NBS 948).
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These are large enough (barely) that they can also be used directly for
nondestructive isotopic measurements. These standards are old; the original
certification dates from 1972. Also, they are not certified for americium and the
238Pu content of CRM 138 (NBS 948) is thought to have a significant bias. This
CRM may be obtained from the NBL in Argonne, IL.

CRM 144 This reference material is a mixture of 24OPu-242Pu-244Pu with accurately
known fractions. It is used as a spike for isotope dilution mass spectrometry or as
an internal standard to calculate the mass discrimination correction factor for mass
spectrometers. This CRM may be obtained in 2-mg quantities from the NBL in
Argonne, IL.

CRM 128 This reference material is an equal atom mixture of 239Pu and 242Pu
intended primarily for the calibration of mass spectrometers. This CRM may be
obtained in 1-mg quantities from the NBL in Argonne, IL.

c. Working Standards for Isotopic Analysis. These lower-level
standards are usually unique to a given facility and can be generally defined as materials for
which the isotopic composition has been measured by an analytical laboratory operating
under a qualified measurement control program. Many of the standards discussed
elsewhere in this report, while fabricated specifically for other instruments, are also suitable
for use as working standards for isotopic analysis. They can be used as working standards
because an isotopic analysis is usually a part of any chemical characterization of a standard.
This analysis is almost always sufficient to make a useful working standard for isotopic
analysis.

Several types of standards appropriate for plutonium isotopic analysis are pictured
in Fig. 5 below.

Counterclockwise from the upper right the following are pictured:

d. Segmented Gamma Scanner (tall stainless steel containers).
These standards, consisting of well-characterized PuO2 mixed with diatomaceous earth,
were fabricated for calibrating of segmented gamma-ray scanners (SGS). Because they
have a very well known isotopic composition, they are also suitable for use as a working
standard for isotopic analysis.

e. EC Certified Nuclear Reference Material 171/NBL CRM 969
(briefcase). These uranium enrichment standards are described above.

f. CRM 136, 137, 138, Formerly NBS 946, 947, 948 (contained in
pipe nipples). These primary standards for mass spectrometry calibration may also be
used for nondestructive gamma-ray isotopic analysis. The 0.25-g sample is in a glass vial
inside a cardboard container in the pipe nipple.
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Fig. 5. Standards suitable for use in isotopic analysis by gamma-ray spectrometry.

g. CBNM Nuclear Reference Material 271. The set of four primary
reference materials for nondestructive plutonium isotopic composition measurements
(described above).

Plutonium Isotopic Determination Intercomparison Exercise (PIDIE) Standards A
set of seven plutonium standards each containing about 0.4 g of plutonium with nominal
240Pu isotopic percentages of 6.0. 10.0. 14.1. 19.7. 21.1. 23.8. and 25.5. These
standards were distributed as unknowns for the exercise carried out in the late 1980s.
While the values are not certified, they have been measured by several analytic laboratories
and are reported in Ref. 8.

5 . Calorimetry Exchange Program. The DOE supports a program to track
the practice of calorimetry and plutonium isotopic composition measurements by gamma
spectrometry throughout the complex. Seven laboratories participate in the program. Each
laboratory regularly measures the isotopic composition and the total power from a standard
PuO2 sample and reports the results, which are tabulated and distributed.
contains 400 g of plutonium as PuO2 with a nominal 6% Pu content.

The sample
A group of

identical standards was produced and characterized by Rocky Flats in 1979 from a single
batch of plutonium. These standards were distributed to the participating laboratories and
are still used for this purpose. The reference isotopic composition of this standard on 01
Jan 1994 is given in Table I.
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Table I
Reference Isotopic Composition of

Calorimetry Exchange Standard
Ol-Jan-1994

Isotope

238Pu

239pu

240pu

241pu

242pu

241Am

wt%

0.0091

93.9172

5.8609

0.1837

0.0291

0.1917

Summary results for the calendar year 1994 are tabulated in Table II. These results
represent the three isotopic analysis codes previously mentioned. The codes were operated
according to facility-specific procedures.

Table II
Summary of Isotopic Composition Measurements

of the DOE Calorimetry Exchange Standard in CY 1994

% Difference from the Accepted Value

Peff

% M 8 P u

% 239Pu

% M 0 P u

% 241Pu

% M1Am

Livermore

-0.19

-1.56

0.02

-0.25

-0.66

-1.49

Los
Alamos

0.11

4.74

0.00

-0.14

0.38

0.52

Mound

0.26

6.70

-0.02

0.83

-0.50

0.21

Hanford

0.03

2.21

-0.05

0.83

0.17

-1.05

Rocky
Flats CSL

no data

no data

no data

no data

no data

no data

Rocky
Flats AL

-2.09

9.80

-0.04

1.13

1.33

-0.85

Savannah
River

no data

no data

no data

no data

no data

no data

6 . Practical Considerations. Often when making comparisons between the
measured and accepted values for isotopic composition measurements on standards (see
Figs. 3 and 4 for example) we find the comparison not as good as desired. What is the
cause of the problem? Three classes of problems may contribute to the disagreement.

• Problems with the analysis code
• Problems with the gamma-ray measurement process
• Problems with the "standard" or certified value
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The first class of problems has been discussed above and sometimes results in a
solution involving fine-tuning of the analysis parameters. (We do not consider software
bugs in this category.) It is all too easy to propose this as a solution in every case.
However, when such fine-tuning begins to exceed the limits of reasonable physical
principles, other solutions should be examined. Fine-tuning is not a solution to the other
two categories and often the real problem involves determining the exact cause of the
disagreement. The solution to problems with the analysis code may involve investigation
of other codes which might have different areas of optimal application.

Problems with the gamma-ray measurement process usually involve gamma-ray
spectroscopy practices. The old saying, "You can't make a silk purse out of a sow's ear,"
certainly applies when considering the source of disagreement between measured and
standard values. You must have high-quality data to get high-quality results.

a . Improper Filtering. Too little filtering will result in intense low-energy
gamma-ray peaks (especially 241Am at 59.5 keV) that will pile up and sum with other peaks
providing spectral distortion and interferences, which may cause biases.

b . Improper Count Rates. Count rates that are too high cause spectral
distortions and pile up and summing peaks, which may bias the analysis. Count rates that
are too low may result in peaks so weak that the analysis algorithms fail or the statistical
precision is unacceptably poor.

c . Poor Quality Detector. The detector quality is the most important element
of a good measurement system. Excessive exposure to neutrons will slowly degrade
detector performance. The resulting increase in peak widths and degradation of peak
shapes may bias the peak-area determinations in the analysis software.

d. Unanticipated Isotope Interferences. The analysis algorithms in
plutonium isotopic analysis software may not adapt to interfering gamma-ray peaks that are
not considered in the analysis.

The third class of problems involves errors or uncertainties in determining the
"standard" or certified value. The values from the analytical laboratory must always be
critically examined. The existence of a quality assurance program in the analytical
laboratory is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition to guarantee quality standards. We
have found that we must consider the following factors.

e . Source of Values for 238Pu. The 238Pu isotopic fraction may be
determined in the analytic laboratory by mass spectrometry or radiochemistry. One
potential problem with mass spectrometry for 238Pu is contamination of the small sample
(often nanograms) with environmental 238U, which will register as 238Pu and bias the
measurement high. This may be a problem only for low-burnup plutonium with very low
levels of 238Pu (in the 0.01% range).

f. Am-241 Separation. In a similar fashion 241 Am, which is always present
in plutonium, will interfere with the determination of 241Pu. Procedures for preparing the
sample for mass spectrometry of plutonium include a chemical separation step to remove
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the americium from the plutonium. If this separation is incomplete, the 241Pu value may be
biased high.

g . Units of Reported Results. This is a rather mundane question but is
noted here because this author has been victimized by it. Americium-241 is usually
reported by the analytical laboratory as a fraction of the sample analyzed. Sometimes the
reporting unit is ppm (parts per million). If this is the only unit reported, the user must ask
the question "Parts per million of WHAT?" If the sample was submitted as PuO2, is the
result with respect to plutonium or PuO2? The difference is about 12%. Nondestructive
isotopic analysis measurements usually report241 Am with respect to elemental plutonium.

Conclusions

Standards play an important role in the isotopic analysis of plutonium by gamma-
ray spectrometry even though the basic technique is one of the few NDA techniques that
does not require calibration with standards.

The primary use of standards with this technique is to provide reference values for
comparison and testing against the NDA results, to validate the technique for MC&A
purposes, and to provide calibration materials for mass spectrometers for production of
working standards for NDA.
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B . Uranium Enrichment Measurements

1 . Measurement Principles. The radioactive 235U isotope decays by alpha
emission to excited levels of 231Th, which in turn emit gamma rays of various energies.
The most prominent gamma line observed has the energy of 185.7 keV. If the uranium
sample is large, gamma rays originating from 235U atoms deep inside fee sample are
completely absorbed and do not contribute to the gamma radiation observed at the sample
surface. Thus, with increasing sample thickness the 186-keV gamma-ray flux at the
surface reaches an equilibrium value, which is almost independent of the physical form of
the sample. For pure uranium compounds this value is proportional to fee 235U enrichment
of fee sample: generally only small corrections for chemical composition have to be
applied. This non-intuitive result is known as fee "enrichment meter" principle. Its
appropriate application requires feat fee sample be thick enough to be impenetrable for 186-
keV gamma radiation.

The gamma-spectrometric determination of fee 235U enrichment of bulk samples
requires an exact measurement of fee number of 186-keV photons emitted from fee sample
per unit time for a fixed counting geometry. Therefore, all measurement parameters feat
affect fee observed counting rate must be carefully controlled and corrected for. Crucial
measurement parameters of this gamma-spectroscopic enrichment assay technique are
shown schematically in Fig. 6.

Sqmpje_rnateriql
[matrix uniformity of
enrichment and matrix,
interfering gamma
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Fig. 6. Parameters affecting the accuracy of gamma-ray-spectroscopic 235U
enrichment measurements based on the "enrichment meter" principle.

The relation between fee 235U enrichment E5 and fee net peak counting rate N186 of
186-keV photons, observed wife a gamma-ray detector is influenced by many factors, as
shown in Eq. 4 (E5 is given in %):

E5 = 100 • N i 8 6

where

T1/2 1

In 2 • P 1 8 6 F • Q • e
'Ma • LWa . (4)
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iV186 = observed net peak counting rate of 186-keV photons,
a = photon attenuation cross section at 186 keV for uranium,
Tm = half-life of 235U,
P l g6 = branching ratio of 186-keV photons,
F = collimator cross section,
Q = solid angle formed by collimator and detector,
£ = intrinsic detector efficiency,
cMa = correction for gamma attenuation in sample matrix materials,
cWa = correction for gamma attenuation in sample container wall,
cEl = correction for counting rate losses caused by counting electronics, and
cInt = correction for interference due to photons from isotopes other than 235U.

A detailed discussion of this equation can be found in Ref. 1.

2 . Physical Criteria for Standards. An enrichment standard has the
following requirements:

• The sample must be "quasi-infinitely" thick for 186-keV gamma rays. This
condition inherently restricts the method to relatively thick samples. This is
discussed below.

• The sample must be uniform with respect to 235U enrichment. When mixtures
of differently enriched materials are assayed, the sample material must be
carefully homogenized prior to the measurement.

• The container wall thickness must be reasonably thin so that the correction for
attenuation in the wall is relatively small. If the container wall is thick, then the
gamma attenuation correction must be experimentally determined.

3 . The "quasi-infinite" Sample Size. Enrichment measurements using
the "enrichment meter" principle will give accurate results only if the sample is sufficiently
thick to be opaque for 186-keV gamma rays. For a uniform sample the minimum thickness
required for 99.9% of the infinite-thickness response is given in Table III. (valid for
extremely narrow collimators).

The actual thickness of sample needed is less than that shown in Table III. This is
explained as follows. In an actual measurement, a collimator of finite geometry would be
used to achieve adequate results in a reasonable counting time. The transmission of
photons (through the sample) that are viewed by the detector is described by the mean-free-
path length through the sample. Because the mean-free-path length is actually an average
over many directions and only one direction (through the sample) is applicable in a
detector-collimator measurement, it follows that the sample thickness required is smaller
than the linear sample thickness as given in Table III. For most collimator-detector
arrangements, an estimate of the "quasi-infinite" sample dimension can be defined and
calculated.1 This is represented graphically in Fig. 7.
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Table III
Linear Sample Dimension Required for 99.9% Gamma

Uranium Compound

U metal

UO2

U3O8

Uranyl nitrate

Mass Attenuation

coef. (cmlg1)

1.47

1.31

1.27

1.03

0.77

Sample Density

(g.cm3)

19.0

1.0

2.0

11.0

1.0

2.0

8.3

1.0

4.7

1.0

2.8

Response

Sample Thickness

(cm)

0.25

5.27

2.64

0.48

5.44

2.72

0.66

6.71

1.43

8.97

3.20

o

§

s-
6 8 10

sample diameter
12

Fig. 7. "Approximate-minimum"
U3Og sample mass required for
99.9% of the infinite response for
a cylindrical sample as a function
of the sample diameter.

For 7-cm-diameter samples, the approximate minimum values of the sample mass
for UO2 and U3O8 powders are

Ms = 202.5 g
Ms = 209.7 g

for UO2 powder and
for U3O8 powder.

The CRM EC-NRM-171/NBL-SRM-969 is based on this calculation with 200 g of
U3Og in each standard, with a sample height of 2 cm. This is to minimize the amount of
SNM required.
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4 . Preparation and Examples of Standards. Two sets of enrichment
standards should be mentioned: one is the EC-NRM-171/NBS-SRM-969, which was
jointly certified by the CBNM* in Geel, Belgium, and by the US NBS.* This set is very
well documented.1 The only unfortunate aspect is that the enrichment ranges from 0.3% to
4.5%, which is adequate only for the low-enrichment fuel cycle. We have been told that
IRMM and NBL are preparing additional standards with higher enrichments. Details of
this CRM are discussed in Chapter IV and will not be repeated here.

The second is a of WRMs at Los Alamos. This set has 19 1-kg cans of uranium
oxide with 12 enrichments between normal and 91 at.% that were acquired over a period of
many years. They were packaged in various containers; isotopic ratios and uranium
fractions were only routinely determined and based on a single sample. In 1985, the
Safeguards Assay group repackaged and recharacterized these 19 uranium oxide samples.2

Of the 19 WRMs, seven were found to be homogeneous and can be called primary
enrichment standards. Even though the oxides were blended previously, some were found
to be isotopically inhomogeneous. To assure sample homogeneity, dissolving the oxide in
solution and precipitation, as was done with the CRM EC-NRM-171/NBS-SRM-969,
should be part of the fabrication procedure. We will describe the sampling and
characterization of these standards.

From each of the 19-kg lots of uranium oxide, six 2-g samples were collected from
different parts of the oxide. Of the six samples, three were analyzed by Los Alamos, two
were submitted to the DOE's NBL for similar analyses, and one sample was put into
archival storage for possible future analyses. The most important analysis is of course the
isotopic distribution; the uranium fraction is of secondary importance. The isotopic
distributions and other important parameters of the seven primary standards are shown in
Table IV.

Table IV
Parameters of Primary Enrichment Standards at Los Alamos

Standard ID

UISO-91

UISO-66

UISO-52

UISO-38

UISO-13

Al-324-1

Al-324-2

235u

(at%)

91.419

66.317

52.426

37.848

13.098

10.202

10.200

Std. Dev.

+

0.011

0.032

0.004

0.015

0.008

0.003

0.001

Umass

(s)
990

990

989

991

991

987

987

Approx. Oxide

Depth (cm)

7.7

5.6

5.8

6.0

5.4

4.6

4.1

Approx. Oxide

Density (g/cm3)

1.7

2.3

2.2

2.1

2.4

2.8

3.1

* The Central Bureau of Nuclear Measurements (CBNM) in Geel, Belgium, has changed its name to the
Institute of Reference Materials and Measurements (IRMM). The US National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
has changed its name to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The agent that sells
the CRM standards for NIST is the New Brunswick Laboratory (NBL) at Argonne, Illinois.
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These seven uranium oxide standards span the range from 91% to 10% and
complement very well the CRM EC-NRM-171/NBS-SRM-969 set. To perform
enrichment measurements over a wide enrichment range, both sets of standards should be
used.
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C. Solutions

1 . Measurement Principles. Solutions containing SNM are ideal samples
for NDA because they are usually uniform and can be tailored to the assay technique by the
selection of appropriate vials. There are three different methods of assaying solution
samples:

• transmission-corrected passive counting of 235U and 239Pu gamma-ray peaks
using the solution assay instrument (SAI) in near-field geometry,

• x-ray fluorescence (XRF), and
• the K-edge absorption densitometry (KED) technique. Details of these

techniques can be found in Passive Nondestructive Assay of Nuclear
Materials.l

The SAI typically includes an up-looking detector viewing the entire solution
sample contained in cylindrical sample vials.1 Because solutions are usually uniform, the
attenuation correction in the solution can be characterized by a linear attenuation factor. The
attenuation factor can be determined by measuring the transmission of an external source.
The transmission source may emit gamma rays with the same energy as that of the assay
peak, or the source may have gamma rays with different energies. In the latter case, the
transmission at energies near the assay peak can be extrapolated or interpolated to the assay
peak energy. If this is done correctly, attenuation corrections accurate to 0.1% to 0.2% can
be achieved over a wide concentration range. Rate-loss corrections, due to varying
counting rates, are determined by monitoring a source (109Cd) fixed to the detector. The
unique aspect of the SAI technique is that because the detector is viewing the entire
solution, one can actually determine the mass of 235U and 239Pu in the sample, not just the
concentration. By combining the SAI measurement and the weight of the sample, one can
determine the mass of 235U and 239Pu per gram of sample. Because the SAI technique
involves monitoring the counting rate of the passive signals from 235U and 239Pu and it
constitutes an absolute measurement, the calibration factor should be checked
approximately every six months with standards.

The XRF technique is substantially different from the SAI technique. Instead of
counting the passive gamma rays from uranium and plutonium, the x-rays induced in the
sample by an external excitation source are measured.1 The excitation source can come
from either a preselected radionuclide or a continuous-energy x-ray generator.
Transmission corrections for the XRF technique are more complicated because of the
excitation and subsequent de-excitation by x-ray emission. First, one must determine the
attenuation of the emission from the excitation source (gamma ray or x-ray) interrogating
the solution. Second, one must also determine the attenuation of the x-rays emerging from
the solution, which are lower in energy. The problem of the attenuation at the two energies
is further complicated by the fact: that they are above and below the absorption edge of the
element of interest, so simple interpolation of transmission does not provide the correct
result. Rate-loss corrections required because of variable count rates are measured by
monitoring a rate-loss source mounted close to the detector. The XRF technique
constitutes an absolute measurement of the elemental uranium and plutonium concentrations
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in the sample. Therefore, the calibration should be checked every several months with
WRM solution standards.

KED is unique in that it enables one to measure the transmission through a solution
both above and below the KED of the element of interest.1 One can then determine the
concentrations of the element from the ratio of the measured transmissions. The
transmission source can either be a radionuclide selected for its gamma-ray emission
energy, or it can be a continuous-energy x-ray generator. Most KED analyses performed
in nuclear facilities use an x-ray generator as the excitation source. X-ray-generator based
KED has several distinct advantages; one advantage is that no rate loss correction is
necessary because transmissions above and below the absorption edge are measured
concurrently. These two transmissions can be used to determine uranium and plutonium
concentrations simultaneously without chemical separation (within a certain concentration
range). The typical KED detector is a side-looking detector measuring the transmission
through a solution sample contained in a rectangular, optical absorption vial. In contrast to
SAI and XRF, KED involves a measurement of the ratio of the transmissions through a
solution over a narrow energy range, typically a few keV apart. Therefore the calibration
factor should be relatively stable. We have evidence that the same calibration factor can be
valid for up to several years.

2 . Preparation of Standards. Solution WRMs are relatively easy to
prepare, in principle, however, there are several practical considerations.

First, solution standards have a relatively short shelf life, for several reasons.
Plutonium solutions have relatively high radiation-emission rates and therefore radiolysis
rapidly becomes a significant problem, especially at higher concentrations. Because of the
radiolysis, plutonium solution samples cannot be sealed tightly. The shelf life of a
plutonium solution standard, i.e., the stability of the measured plutonium concentration,
depends on the burnup characteristics of the plutonium. Typically one cannot trust the
plutonium concentration after its determination if the solution is more than two weeks old.
Uranium solutions have relatively low radiation emission rates and therefore have a longer
shelf life; the shelf life of uranium solutions depends critically on the container. If the
container is plastic, then the low-Z part of the matrix of the WRM (typically nitric acid)
tends to diffuse out of the vial, thereby increasing the uranium concentration. This is not
serious for the SAI technique, in which one is measuring the total 235U and 239Pu in the
sample; a concentration change only affects the calibration in the correction factor, which is
a second order effect. However, concentration changes directly affect the calibrations of
both the XRF and KED techniques. If the uranium WRM is contained in a glass ampoule
that is flame sealed, the solution concentration is stable for an extended period of time
(months to years). If the vial is glass with a glass stopper, men it is critical that the vial is
properly sealed. The sealant material for the glass vials must be investigated for its ability
to prevent evaporation and for its resistance to nitric acid.

All three NDA techniques are capable of measurements at 0.2% precision if
sufficient attention is devoted to the details of the measurement, the calculation of the
correction factors, and the preparation of standards. Let us consider the preparation of a set
of uranium standards with concentrations varying from low to high. By using the factor
discussed in Chapter V of this report, the uncertainty of the standards should be a factor of
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5 lower than the required precision, or 0.05%. The preparation of accurate WRMs at this
level of precision is approaching the limits of standard chemical methods.

There are two methods of preparing a set of solution WRMs with concentrations
varying from low to high. The first method is to prepare a master solution of the highest
concentration and then determine the concentration of the master solution by means of
standard chemical analysis techniques; the lower concentration standards can then be
prepared by diluting the master solution. The second method is to prepare each WRM
directly and characterize the concentration of each WRM independently by DA techniques.
Both methods have their strengths and weaknesses. It is easier to prepare a set of solution
WRMs that are internally consistent with each other by the first method, but the bias of the
whole set of the lower-concentration (diluted) WRM standards depends heavily on the
characterization of the master solution. WRM standards prepared by the second method
have potentially more random error, but they are not subject to the bias of the
characterization of one solution.

3 . Dilution. To prepare standards of lower concentration from a master
solution, one can use dilution on either a weight (mass) basis or a volumetric basis. The
following example provides details of a typical dilution method that is based on weight
measurements: a technique that, in general, is more forgiving than volumetric dilution.

a. Weigh the mixing container (MC) w0

b . For the desired nominal standard concentration, deliver
the required volume Vm of master solution to MC

c. Weigh MC and master solution w}

d. Deliver dilutant to MC to give the required volume,
Vm, of mixed solution.

e. Weigh MC + master solution + dilutant w2

f. Cap and seal MC and mix well
g. Weigh empty standard vial (SV) w3

h. Deliver contents of MC, as completely as possible, to S V
i. Weigh SV + standard solution w4

j . Weigh MC + residual solution ws

Assume that the uranium concentration of the master solution is rM = g U/g
solution. This quantity has to be determined by acceptable chemical methods.

Volume of standard = Vs = Vm * ( 1 - (w5 - wo)/(w2 - w0) )

Concentration of the sample = Rs = (Wj - vv0) * rJVm

Grams of uranium per g of sample = rs = (wt - wo)/(w2 - w0) * rM

The traceability of the WRM is the uranium concentration of the master solution, rM,
which should be determined by accepted chemical methods. This important chemical
analysis should be verified by assaying appropriate CRM standards provided by NBL or
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CBNM. The balance used for weight (mass) determinations should be verified with NIST-
traceable weights. Notice that the determination of the uranium concentration of the entire
set of standards depends heavily on one chemical determination, namely the uranium
concentration of the master solution, rM. If this chemical analysis has a bias, then the entire
set of solutions has the same bias. However, it is easier to produce an internally consistent
set of WRM solution standards by this method.

Dilutions from a master solution of approximately one order of magnitude are
acceptable by this method. For example, starting with a 300-g U/1 master solution, one can
prepare a 30-g U/1 standard, or even a 10-g U/1 standard. To prepare WRM standards with
uranium concentrations less than 10 g U/1, one should prepare another master solution with
a lower uranium concentration and properly characterize it. The main reason for this is to
avoid the potentially higher (~ 0.5%) error in weighing a small volume (a few mL) of
master solution in the preparation of diluted solutions.

4 . General Comments. All three NDA techniques are capable of producing
assays at a precision of 0.2% if sufficient attention is devoted to the details of the
measurement and the calculation of the correction factors. In fact, NDA methods can be
used to check the consistency of a set of standards in a verification measurement. The
KED method, because of the long-term stability of calibration standards, can readily be
used to characterize uranium or plutonium solutions for use as WRM standards, thus
saving considerable time and effort.
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D . Segmented Gamma Scanning

1. Introduction. SGS is an NDA technique designed1 to use gamma-ray
assay to quantitatively determine SNM in low-density scrap and waste samples. It is based
on the observation that the SNM waste in facilities is usually layered in containers wherein
the horizontal inhomogeneity is less pronounced than the vertical inhomogeneity. The
vertical inhomogeneity effect can be overcome by assaying the sample in segments by
means of a collimated gamma ray detector. The effect of horizontal inhomogeneity can be
minimized by rotation of the sample during the assay.

Gamma-ray assay can be described by the following expression:

TCR = RR* CF(RL) * CF(AT) , (5)

where TCR = total corrected rate,
RR = raw rate of data acquisition,
CF(RL) = correction factor for rate-related electronic losses, and
CF(AT) = correction factor for self-attenuation in sample.

If the correction factors are properly defined and computed, TCR is the data
acquisition rate that would have been observed if there were no electronic losses and if the
sample were changed to a point or line source with the same gamma-ray emission rate but
no self-attenuation. TCR is proportional to the mass of the isotope emitting the gamma ray
of interest:

TCR = K*M , (6)

where M is the mass of the isotope being assayed and K is the calibration constant. The
calibration constant K is determined by the use of appropriate standards and it includes the
effects of detector efficiency, subtended solid angle, and the gamma-ray emission rate. In
SGS, each segment is measured individually and after all segments are measured the TCRs
for all segments are summed as follows:

TCR, = RRt * CF{(RL) * CFJAT)

The basic assumption of the SGS method is that the SNM is uniformly distributed
within each segment and that the attenuation of the entire segment can be characterized by a
single experimental transmission measurement because the attenuation factor CF/AT) can
be described mathematically2 in terms of a transmission. These mathematical calculations
of CFJ(AT) are valid only if the horizontal inhomogeneity is relatively small.

The following is a discussion of the requirements of SGS standards. The
calibration factor should be known better than the precision and bias of the instrument by a
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factor of 2 to 5; at this level the contribution of the uncertainty in the calibration factor to the
overall assay precision and bias will be relatively small. In general, the precision of SGS
assays is ~ 1% and the bias is ~ 10% for low-density waste. Therefore the calibration
constant for SGS should be known with a precision of < 0.5% and a bias of < 2%. In
general, the requirement for physical and chemical similarity between standards and
unknowns is not important. However, several factors affect the measurement and are
important for preparation of a standard:

• Uniformity of standard material,
• Transmission range,
• End effect considerations, and
• Particle size.

2 . Uniformity. The ideal SGS standard would be a line source that has a
range of source strengths with no self-attenuation, but nature did not provide such a
standard. The best one can prepare is a standard with a uniform distribution of SNM.
Uniformity is important for the calculation of the self-attenuation correction factor
CF(AT).1 Reference 1 gives a detailed description of calculations of CF{AT) factors for
slab, cylindrical, and spherical samples provided the SNM is uniformly distributed in the
sample. Thus for a uniform sample, CF(AT) can be calculated, CF(RL) can be determined
experimentally and then one can calculate the calibration constant K from Eq. 6.

The uniformity of the distribution of SNM in a standard can be determined by
comparing the measured TCR from segment to segment.

TCR, = RRt * CFt(RL) * CF{(AT)

If the TCRi for the main portion of the standard does not vary more than 10% from
the average, then the distribution can be considered to be uniform. The TCRt at the end
segment of the standard will drop to a low value or to zero in a smooth manner. An
example of the TCR distribution of an SGS can standard with acceptable uniformity is
shown in Fig. 8.

3 . Transmission. The transmission of the gamma rays from a standard should
be in a reasonable range. As an illustration of this requirement, consider the expression for
CF(AT) for the far-field assay of a box-shaped sample. The attenuation correction can be
expressed as follows:

CF(AT)= -
a(CF) = ((l-T+T*\nT)/(l-T)2) *
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Fig. 8. Uniformity test of SGS can standard. The collimator width was 1.27 cm and
the scanning step was 0.635 cm. The 414-keV gamma-ray peak was used to determine
the 239Pu content in each segment.

As the transmission becomes very small, the CF becomes large and the error of the
correction also becomes very large. In general the transmission of the standard should be
greater than 10% so that the assay precision will be acceptable in a reasonable counting
time.

Standards for SGS are fabricated with diatomaceous earth (DE) or graphite as
typical diluents. Table V lists the transmission through 1 cm of DE or graphite at the
common assay energies of SGS, assuming the density of DE to be 0.26 g/mL and the
density of graphite to be 1.0 g/mL.

For transmission of 10% or higher at the uranium assay energy of 186 keV,
graphite diluent must be less than 18 cm thick and DE less than 70 cm thick. Therefore in
preparing a 200-1 drum standard., DE would be a better diluent than graphite.

Table V
Transmission of Gamma Rays Through 1 cm of Matrix

Energy (keV)

129

186

279

414

DE

(J^cnrVg)

0.1430

0.1256

0.1098

0.09381

DE

Transmission

0.9635

0.9679

0.9721

0.9759

Graphite

IV(cm2/g)

0.1382

0.1246

0.1090

0.09367

Graphite

Transmission

0.8709

0.8828

0.8967

0.9106
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The above calculation has only taken into account the attenuation of the matrix
materials. In actual standards, especially the high-mass standards, the attenuation of the
assay gamma rays in the SNM should also be included. If the plutonium standard is
intended for an SGS system with a "lump correction," then the standard should be
calibrated for all the assay energies: 129, 279, and 414 keV.

4 . End Effects. We mentioned that the value of TCRt would drop toward the
ends of the standard. At the "end" segments there may be some SNM mixed with diluent
but not a full complement of SNM. In SGS systems, the transmission source is collimated
and only a narrow beam will shine through the segment. In this "end" segment, the
transmission source will sometimes shine through the SNM but sometimes will miss the
SNM. The measured transmission will be higher and therefore the correction factor will be
lower than is necessary to correct the attenuation within this segment. Thus the "end
effects" tend to bias the assay in the negative direction.

There are ways of correcting for "end effects": generate the correction factor by
using the transmission of neighboring segments where the segment is filled with SNM and
diluent.

For SGS systems not equipped with the "end effect" correction, the requirements
for the standard are that the number of segments filled with SNM and diluent be large
compared to the end segments. Nominally this ratio should be > 10 to reduce the bias to
the < 5% level. This means the SGS standard should be tall and thin.

5 . Particle Size. Figure 9 is a graph of the calculated gamma-ray self-
attenuation for individual particles as a function of particle size2 and gives the fraction of
gamma rays escaping unscattered and unabsorbed from spherical sources. Table VI gives
the gamma-ray leakage fraction from plutonium oxide particles of different sizes at four
relevant gamma-ray energies.

Transmission

Fig. 9. Fractions of
gamma rays escaping
unscattered and unab-
sorbed from spherical
gamma-ray-emitting par-
ticles as a function of
jimpZ), where |im is the
mass attenuation coeffi-
cient of the particles at
the energy of interest, p
is the density of the
particle, and D is the
diameter of the particle.
Coherent scattering has
been neglected.
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Table VI
Gamma-Ray Leakage Fraction from Plutonium Oxide Particles of

Different Sizes, at Various Energies

Energy (keV)

Hm (cm2/g)

Particle Size

(microns)

150 .

106

90

75

53

38

20

5

Mesh Size

100

140

170

200

270

400

129

3.72

0.818

0.866

0.885

0.902

0.929

0.949

0.972

0.993

203

1.26

0.932

0.952

0.958

0.965

0.975

0.982

0.990

0.997

345

0.386

0.978

0.985

0.987

0.989

0.992

0.994

0.997

0.999

413

0.268

0.985

0.989

0.991

0.992

0.994

0.996

0.998

1.000

The particle size can be determined by using an optical microscope or a suspension
technique. Fig. 10 shows the particle distribution of one batch of high-fired plutonium
oxide at Los Alamos.3 The majority of the particles are less than 50 microns in diameter.
We also found that the oxide could only pass through a 100 to 120 mesh sieve, and it is our
opinion that the oxide particles are small but they tend to agglomerate into large clumps.
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Fig. 10. Particle size distribution of high-fired plutonium oxide.
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6. Typical Examples of SGS Standards

Can Standard. We have prepared several sets of SGS plutonium can standards.4

These standards are contained in welded stainless steel containers (inner can diameter of
9.54 cm and height of 27.30 cm; outer can diameter of 9.995 cm and height of 28.32 cm).
The mass ranges from ~ 10 g to 240 g of 239Pu. After the standards were made, a
consistency check was performed among these standards and the results are shown in
Fig. 11. We found that the calibration generated from these standards agreed to 0.13%,
indicating a high degree of consistency among the standards from 10 g to 240 g. This
shows that for NDA systems such as SGS, where the calibration is a constant, it is
possible to use only one standard for calibration. In practice it is desirable to have two to
four standards, whereas in systems where the calibration is not a constant, many more
standards may be needed. It is also true that with systems such as the SGS, low-mass
standards are not necessary because counting statistics of low-mass standards are poor with
normal counting time, and therefore they do not improve the accuracy of the calibration.

The SGS drum standards are discussed in detail in Chapter IV.
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Fig. 11. Total corrected counts per gram of 239Pu for can SGS standards from
10 g to 240 g.
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III. OVERVIEW: NEUTRON AND CALORIMETER MEASUREMENTS

A. Neutron Techniques

1. Bulk Measurements of Uranium and Plutonium Masses

a. Thermal Neutron Coincidence Counting.1"4 Thermal neutron
coincidence counters (TNCCs) are used extensively for NDA of bulk nuclear material.
They use 3He proportional counters moderated by polyethylene. Fast neutrons from the
sample are slowed in the polyethylene and captured in the 3He. TNCCs are useful
primarily because fast neutrons penetrate the sample well and because time-correlated
neutrons are directly related to the fission process and thus to the nuclear material content.
Special pulse-processing electronics enable discrimination of time-correlated neutrons from
random neutron pulses. TNCCs are used in passive mode to assay the even,
spontaneously fissioning isotopes of plutonium (238Pu, 240Pu, and 242Pu) and in active
mode to assay induced-fissionable isotopes, primarily 235U, in bulk samples. In passive
mode, no external neutron sources are required. In active mode, AmLi sources are
typically used to induce fissions in 235U.

Passive Mode for Plutonium Passive TNCCs are well suited for measuring dense
plutonium-bearing materials, such as pure metal and oxide, over a wide range of masses.
Precision and accuracy are much better for pure materials than for scrap. For pure
plutonium oxide, there are two primary sources of neutrons and one secondary source.
The two primary sources are spontaneous fission and (oc,n) reactions. Several plutonium
isotopes decay by prolific emission of alpha particles, some of which undergo reactions
with oxygen to produce single neutrons. The secondary source of neutrons in plutonium
oxide is fast-neutron induced fission, occurring in all plutonium isotopes. For pure
plutonium metal, the (ot,n) neutron source is zero because of the absence of low-Z
elements.

For plutonium scrap, all three sources of neutrons exist as with plutonium oxide;
however, the (oc,n) component is calculable for pure oxide, but not for scrap, unless an
impurity analysis is available. Table VII below summarizes primary and secondary neutron
sources and their origins for plutonium metal, oxide, and scrap.

Table VII
Neutron Sources from

Plutonium Metal, Oxide, and Scrap

Pure Metal

Pure Oxide

Impure Oxide
and Scrap

Spontaneous Fission
238Pu, 240Pu,

and242Pu

23SPu, 240Pu,

and242Pu

238pU ) 240p U ;

and242Pu

Induced Fission
238Pu through 242Pu

238Pu through 242Pu

238Pu through 242Pu

(a,n) Reactions
none

oxygen

oxygen plus other low-Z
impurities, e.g., fluorine
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For passive assay of plutonium materials based on conventional thermal neutron
coincidence counting, calibration is performed by using standards to determine a curve with
the real coincidence count rate R plotted versus the 240Pu (effective) mass. 24OPu(effective)
mass contains contributions from 238Pu and 242Pu: it is the mass of 240Pu that would give
the same coincidence response as that obtained from all the even plutonium isotopes in the
sample.

If there were no induced fission in the sample, the calibration curve of R versus the
240Pu (effective) mass would be linear and preparation of standards would be relatively
simple. The effects of variations in impurities, geometry, and density would be relatively
unimportant. However, the existence of induced fission (multiplication) in the sample
causes these effects to be important considerations in preparing standards for and
calibrating TNCCs.

Figure 12 shows two calibration curves for a set of pure plutonium oxide
standards. The upper R curve is uncorrected. The lower curve is corrected for
multiplication using a method described below. The lower curve contains contributions
from spontaneous fission only.
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Fissions may be induced in the item to be assayed by primary neutrons born in
spontaneous fission and (oc,n) reactions or by secondary neutrons from other induced
fissions. For a given mass of 240Pu (effective), the number of induced fissions, and
therefore the contribution to R, depends on (oc,n) reactions in the sample and also on
plutonium isotopic composition, geometry, and density. The self-multiplication of the item
(ratio of primary plus secondary to primary neutrons) increases with plutonium mass and
density.

For pure plutonium oxide, or impure plutonium oxide with known impurities, there
are three sources of neutrons, but the ratio of (cc,n) to spontaneous fission neutron
production (a) is known. Therefore, in this case, there are two unknown sources of
neutrons and two measured parameters, R and T. Solving these two equations results in a
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"multiplication-corrected" R that is used for calibration and assay. This "known-a"
method is preferable to the uncorrected-/? calibration for pure materials or for impure
materials with known impurities because variations in R due to variations in induced fission
are removed. The upper curve of Fig. 12 contains these variations. Precision is improved
with the "known-a" method because both R and T are used in the analysis, and the
measurement of Tis more precise than R. For most impure plutonium materials for assay,
however, impurity levels are unknown and the method is usually restricted to pure
materials (metal and oxide). In cases where geometry and density are constant for a set of
impure items, a calibration of multiplication M versus 239Pu (effective) mass can be used to
eliminate one of the three unknown sources of neutrons. This is the "known-Af' method
and is useful in some cases.

Guidelines for Standards Preparation

• As with all NDA methods, standards must span the mass range of the items for
passive TNCC assays uncorrected for sample self-multiplication, where three to
five standards are recommended. For the "known-a" calibration, in principle,
only one or two standards are required to define the linear calibration. For the
"known-Af' calibration, approximately five standards are necessary to define
the relationship between item self-multiplication and 239Pu (effective) mass.

• In preparing bulk plutonium standards for conventional, passive TNCC assay,
it is crucial to accurately characterize them with regard to low-Z impurity
analyses.

• To minimize measurement bias for pure metal or oxide, standards should be
free of low-Z impurities. For pure materials, the "known-a" assay method is
preferred because it is insensitive to parameters that affect induced fission, i.e.,
plutonium composition, geometry, and density. Therefore, the standard set
need not be uniform with respect to these parameters.

• For impure materials, concentrations of low-Z impurities in the standards
should be the same as for the unknowns because the two measured quantities
used for assay in conventional thermal neutron coincidence counting, the total
neutron count rate T and the real coincidence count rate R, both depend on
(a,n) neutron emission.

• For impure materials to be assayed by passive TNCCs, the standards should
represent the unknowns with regard to low-Z impurities, plutonium
composition, geometry, and density. These four factors affect induced fission
and can introduce biases in R and T.

• TNCC standards should not contain matrix or packaging, e.g., hydrogenous
materials, that significantly change the average energy of emitted neutrons.
TNCCs count low-energy neutrons after energy degradation by a neutron
moderator (typically polyethylene). TNCC detector heads are designed to be
insensitive to variations of emitted neutron energy. Alternatively, standards
should contain the same moderating materials as the unknowns.

• The use of Monte Carlo simulations can markedly reduce the number of
physical standards required for adequate passive TNCC calibrations.
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Calibration parameters have been determined to an accuracy of ~ 1% for pure
materials in well-controlled geometries, e.g., reactor fuel assemblies.

Los Alamos Plutonium Oxide Standards

A set of eight plutonium oxide standards ("LAO series"), with ~ 16% 240Pu,
ranging in mass from 60 to 870 g of plutonium, was prepared in 1983 for passive TNCC.
The LAO series is well-characterized and considered "pure" in terms of low-Z contaminants
and water (< 0.5%). The LAO set is well-characterized with regard to plutonium mass,
isotopics, low-Z impurities, and moisture. The standards are doubly contained in welded
steel food-pack cans. They have been used successfully for calibration of passive TNCCs
used at Los Alamos, Savannah River, LLNL, Hanford, and RFETS.

Active Mode for Uranium Active TNCCs are well-suited for measuring a wide
range of uranium-bearing materials, such as HEU metal, uranium-aluminum plates and
billets, uranium-thorium-carbon beads and pebbles, U3O8 powder, UF4, UO2, and reactor
fuel elements. In principle, each of these material categories requires a separate calibration
using standards that properly span the mass range of contained 235U and are as nearly
identical to the unknowns as possible.

For most applications, a single active measurement is made using AmLi isotopic
neutron sources. AmLi produces neutrons through (a,n) reactions with an average neutron
energy of ~ 300 keV. The active measurement produces coincidence counts primarily from
induced fission in 235U, but a small component of counts from spontaneous fission in 238Pu
can exist. In some fresh reactor fuel elements, this component is large enough to warrant a
separate passive measurement.

These counters are operated in two modes: fast and thermal. In fast mode,
cadmium lines the sample cavity producing an interrogating neutron flux that is free of
neutrons below the cadmium cutoff (~ 0.3 eV). With cadmium removed, thermal neutrons
are responsible for most of the induced fissions in 235U. Fast mode is generally preferred
because of more thorough sample interrogation and lessened sensitivity to the matrix.
However, in thermal mode, masses as low as 1 g of 235U can be detected in 1000 s,
whereas, the 1000-s detection limit for fast mode is 100-200 g of 235U.

Figure 13 is a fast-mode calibration curve for uranium oxide. The data are best
fitted using a cubic equation because there are two regions of curvature; the self-shielding
region extending up to ~ 500 g of 235U and the multiplication region beyond. In the self-
shielding region, some neutrons are shielded from the interior of the item and cannot induce
fissions. In the multiplication region, fissile mass is large enough for induced fission to
produce more neutrons than are lost in self-shielding. Figure 13 contains more calibration
data than is needed to adequately define the curve's shape. The data below ~ 150 g of 235U
were taken with very long count times to obtain adequate precision. In practice, the
calibration would be used to assay between 150 and 900 g. Only a few standards are
required to define the calibration in this range.

Figure 14 is a thermal-mode calibration curve for uranium oxide powder. The
calibration items are the same as in Fig. 13 up to ~ 100 g of 235U. Note that the coincidence
response is much higher (by approximately a factor of 25) for thermal mode than for the
fast mode.
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Only the self-shielding region is evident in Fig. 14. The thermal calibration is not
usually carried beyond 100 g of 235U because the curve becomes too flat, introducing large
assay errors.

Note the calibration shown in Fig. 14 is only useful for assays between ~ 5 and
30 g. The gap between 25 and 90 g is too large. The complete data set is shown to
illustrate the self-shielding curvature.
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Guidelines for Standards Preparation

• Generally, for active TNCC assays, standards must be as representative of the
unknowns as possible with regard to 235U density, geometry, and matrix
because response is directly related to the induced fission rate, which can be
influenced by all of these parameters. This statement is especially true for
thermal-mode assay because thermal neutron penetration is very weak in most
items of interest and strongly dependent on the absorbing materials present in
the matrix.

• As with passive TNCC assay, the use of Monte Carlo simulations can markedly
reduce the number of physical standards required for adequate, active TNCC
calibrations. Once a calibration curve shape has been determined for a material
type using simulations, the curve can be tied to a particular detector by
measuring only one or a few physical standards.

Los Alamos Uranium Standards

The UISO series of high-quality uranium oxide standards consists of eight items,
all with 990 g of uranium, ranging in enrichment from 11%-91%. The standards were
originally to be uranium enrichment standards, but they also serve as active TNCC
standards. Calibration measurements of these standards are shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

Another excellent standard set ("C20 series") for active TNCC is composed of
93% enriched uranium metal disks: seven with ~ 500 g of uranium and two with ~ 260 g of
uranium. The disks are nickel-plated, well characterized, and quite uniform.

The UISO and C20 standard series have been used extensively to calibrate active
TNCCs used for inventory verification measurements at Los Alamos, SRS, LLNL,
Portsmouth, and ORNL DOE facilities.

b . Thermal Neutron Multiplicity Counting.5"6 Thermal neutron
multiplicity counters (TNMCs) are similar in design and construction to TNCCs: they both
use polyethylene-moderated 3He proportional counters. However, multiplicity counters are
designed to maximize counting efficiency. In addition to measuring the total count rate T
("singles") and the real coincidence count rate R ("doubles"), multiplicity counters also
measure the third moment ("triples") of the neutron multiplicity distribution. While T and
R are proportional to efficiency and the efficiency squared, respectively, the triples rate is
proportional to the cube of the neutron counting efficiency. The desire to maximize the
precision of the triples measurement leads to high-efficiency detectors.

TNMCs were developed to provide three measured parameters for assay of impure
plutonium-bearing materials. As mentioned previously, these materials have three sources
of neutrons to be resolved: spontaneous fission, induced fission and (oc,n) reactions.
Multiplicity analysis involves solution of three equations for the singles, doubles, and
triples in the three unknowns to yield the 240U(effective) mass. The effects of variable
multiplication and (a,n) impurities are removed from the assay.
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Guidelines for Standards Preparation

• Standards for TNMC assay are only required in a few instances. They are
required to verify proper setting of a few detector parameters used in the
multiplicity analysis. The concept of generating a calibration curve of
instrument response versus 240U(effective) mass does not apply to TNMC
assay.

• Initial calibration of a TNMC can be done with a 252Cf source alone. However,
in practice, it is best to use a well-characterized pure or impure plutonium oxide
standard to verify detector parameters. The calibration can then be used to
assay items with a wide range of impurity concentrations, plutonium isotopes,
bulk density, fissile mass, and geometry.
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2 . Californium Shuffler

a. Measurement Principles. A shuffler1'2 performs passive and active
neutron (PAN) assays for fissile materials. The passive assays for plutonium are done in
the same manner as other instruments specially designed for passive assays only, so the
standards for passive assays will not be discussed here.

Active assays are done on uranium (or any other fissile material) by repeatedly
irradiating the item with neutrons from a 252Cf source and quickly withdrawing the source
so that delayed neutrons can be counted. (Delayed neutrons are emitted by fission
fragments seconds to minutes alter a fission.) Typical assay times range from 10 min. to
16 min., including a 3 or 4 min. background count and 20 to 35 "shuffles" of the 252Cf
source. Materials assayed in shufflers have ranged from milligrams of uranium waste to
kilograms of purified uranium. (Reference 2 has illustrations of most of the shufflers built
by Los Alamos.)

Mixtures of uranium and plutonium can be assayed on PAN shufflers by using both
passive and active assays, but this introduces no new demands for standards than the two
assays individually, so there will be no further discussion of this case.

A shuffler often has features to help characterize the items being assayed, correct
for matrix effects, and help select the proper calibration standards. So called "flux
monitors" can be very helpful in quantifying the amount of hydrogen in a matrix; they are a
standard feature of shufflers for 55-gal. waste drums. Flux monitors are low-efficiency
neutron detectors. Two are placed near the item: one wrapped in cadmium and one "bare."
They detect neutrons during the irradiation of the drum by the 252Cf source. The bare
detector responds to the flux of nearly thermal neutrons that leave the drum, and hence to
the amount of hydrogen in the drum. The cadmium-covered tube is less affected by the
hydrogen and mainly indicates the strength of the ̂ Cf source. The ratio of the responses
from these two detectors is an indicator of how moderation within the drum is affecting the
delayed neutron count rate. Hydrogen is very effective at moderating the energies of
neutrons and can change the measured count rate for a given fissile mass. A calibration
based on good standards without hydrogen can give erroneous results for a drum
containing hydrogen (paper or rubber gloves), but a correction based on the flux monitor
response ratio can greatly reduce the error.

The density of the material in a container is sometimes estimated by the
transmission of 252Cf neutrons through the container. If the density is found to be much
larger than that used in the calibration, the standards used in the calibration may be
inadequate and either the container should be repackaged or a new, more dense, standard
developed.

So if a container has a poorly known matrix, it can be possible to characterize the
hydrogen content, which is the single most important feature of the matrix to understand.
This would point toward the best, calibration standards for the material.

b . Physical Criteria for Standards. In the ideal world, the nature of
standards is very simple: standards are identical in all important respects to the assay items
and span the mass range of the fissile material. In reality, compromises and
approximations are usually needed.
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Neutrons from the 252Cf source must reach the item being assayed. Often matrix
material affects neutron transport; the most important matrix element is hydrogen because it
changes the energy of the neutrons more rapidly than any other element. Neutron
absorbers are only important in the presence of hydrogen because their absorption is strong
only for thermal (or nearly thermal) neutrons. An ideal standard would have the same
matrix as the item to be assayed.

Neutrons that reach the item would ideally flood the volume of the item uniformly.
For most masses of fissile material the neutron flux is smaller near the center of the volume
because the outer portion absorbs neutrons; this is called self-shielding. An ideal standard
would have the same self-shielding as the item to be assayed.

Delayed neutrons from the fission fragments must reach the neutron detector tubes
surrounding the assay chamber. The matrix that affects the 252Cf neutrons is equally
important in this case also, so again an ideal standard would have the same matrix as the
item to be assayed.

An ideal standard is stable in composition and form, despite handling or aging.

c. Preparation of Practical Standards. The ideal standard can be nearly
reached in many cases, but in many others it cannot. Where items to be assayed are nearly
all identical (e.g., uranium-aluminum billets3) a careful physical and chemical analysis can
be done on a subset of the items that become the standards.

A standard may have obvious differences with the assay items that are unimportant
to shuffler assay. For example, metals such as iron generally have minor effects (< 1%) on
shuffler assays because they scatter neutrons without changing the energy spectrum very
much; a standard and an assay item can have widely different amounts of such metals
without greatly affecting the usefulness of the standard. [However, iron mixed with a
moderator (e.g., paper) might have larger effects because low-energy neutrons are more
affected by the iron than neutrons with the relatively high-energy spectrum from ^Cf.]

Standards for waste drums are less than ideal but still adequate. The exact nature
(mass, chemical composition, density, or hydrogenous materials nearby) of the fissile
material in a waste drum is rarely known and standards are thus only approximations. The
drop in accuracy of assays for these materials is not as serious as it would be for billets that
will be extruded into fuel assemblies for reactor cores. A relatively large error in a small
waste quantity is still a small quantity. Standards that have been used for waste have often
been a large number of small capsules, each containing 0.1 to 5 g of uranium; the uranium
density is made sufficiently low to make self-shielding a minor problem. Using different
numbers of these capsules leads to calibrations over a wide range of uranium masses (from
zero to hundreds of grams).

A lack of nearly ideal standards may force the use of the best available standards
combined with reasoned adjustments of the measurement results for the differences
between the standards and the assay items. A nitric acid solution of uranium has been
substituted for a hexone solution4 in the laboratory for safety reasons with little change in
performance; the minor differences could be calculated with a Monte Carlo code. At the
other extreme, using 5-in.-diameter cans of U3O8 powder as standards for assays of thin,
dense reactor fuel pins of uranium and plutonium requires a large adjustment to the
measurement based on Monte Carlo calculations; such a large adjustment is likely to
introduce large uncertainties to the final result.
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Where standards are lacking entirely, the calibration results from another shuffler of
the same (or nearly the same) design can be used, but some bias can be expected. For
example, there are five shufflers for 55-gal. drums built from the same blueprints (and a
sixth with nearly the same design). The same U3O8 powder standards were used on two of
these shufflers and the results were applied to a third shuffler where standards were not
available. The main problem in doing this is the uncertainty in the relative emission rates of
the 252Cf sources; a source fabricator's stated emission rates could easily be in error by
10% or more. So an unknown bias is introduced in the third shuffler that could be
eliminated if any single item could be measured on this shuffler and either of the other two;
this item would be a working standard that need not be well characterized.

d . Examples of Standards. Table VHI shows the various assay items
encountered to date by shufflers and the practical standards used in connection with them.
The list of items starts with those having the best standards and progresses toward those
with the poorest standards.

Table VIII
Assay Items and Shuffler Standards

Assay Item

Uranium-aluminum billets

Uranium scrap metal

Uranium oxide cans

Pellets of UF6

Baskets of leached hulls

Flowing liquid waste from spent
fuel reprocessing

Spent fuel assemblies

55-gal. drams of waste in known
categories of matrices

55-gal. drams of waste with poorly
known matrices

Assorted inventory items with a
wide variety of compositions and
matrices

Standard

Physically sampled and chemically analyzed billets

Scrap metal of the same type with chemical analysis

Nearly identical cans with chemical analysis of samples

Similar pellets with chemical analysis

Specially prepared baskets with known amounts of fissile materials

Laboratory development: similar solutions that are chemically less
hazardous and without fission products, with Monte Carlo
simulations to account for differences with the real solutions; known
flow rates

Plant calibration: Specially prepared solutions with known
concentrations of the fissile material and known flow rates

Simulated spent fuel assemblies using a homogeneous mixture of
simulated fissile material and matrix (zirconium oxide)

55-gal. drums fabricated with nearly identical matrices and with
known amounts of the same fissile materials

55-gal. drums with simulated waste span the range of expected
matrices. Features of the shuffler are used to help characterize the
waste and correct the measurement

It is impractical to have standards that are very similar to these many
different items. Use a small number of standard types (perhaps only
one); fundamental nuclear information or Monte Carlo simulations
can be used to estimate the adjustment of the data for the calibration
standards available
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The items assayed in shufflers are diverse. All types and amounts of fissile
materials may be encountered and the packaging matrices can be very important. It is
impractical to propose a small number of standards that would be adequate for all shufflers
and items. But for any one shuffler at a facility, the materials to be assayed can be placed
into categories sharing the same standards; the smaller the number of categories at a facility,
the simpler the problem with standards.

The simplest case is when the shuffler is to assay only one material type (e.g.,
uranium in liquid waste flowing through a pipe or nearly-identical cans of process UO2). It
is practical for a facility to prepare and characterize a small number of standards that closely
match the material to be measured.

The type of material may be limited but the mass range might be extensive (e.g., in
uranium-aluminum scrap or billets3), so in this case a larger number of standards would be
needed to include the expected assay range. An alternative would be to have only one or a
few standards and extend the calibration range with a Monte Carlo simulation of the
shuffler, using the existing standards to benchmark the calculations.

The type of material may be limited in nature, but diverse in quantity and embedded
in a wide range of matrices; waste drums are an example. Instead of fabricating a huge
number of standards, it is possible to fabricate a number of capsules each with a small
amount of the fissile materials and a number of containers with the various matrices of
interest. By using different numbers of these fissile-bearing capsules within the assorted
matrices, many different cases can be prepared one at a time and a particular case can be
recreated at any time to check the calibration. A standard can be prepared quickly with this
modular approach to match a given matrix, fissile loading, and fissile distribution.2

When a shuffler is used to help verify an inventory of miscellaneous items,
whatever standards are used are unlikely to closely match many of the items. The only
practical recourse is to use Monte Carlo simulations to calculate correction factors for the
differences in shapes and contents.

Some rather generic features of standards apply here also. Stability with time and
handling are always important and usually met easily by shuffler standards. Stable forms
of uranium are normally used in sealed containers. However, experience with cans of
U3O8 powder has shown that uncontrolled handling will change the density of the powder
and its shape within the can enough to cause variations in the assay results beyond the
usual statistical fluctuations, particularly when the oxide fills only a small fraction of the
can. A standard handling procedure controls this variation very well. But it is best to have
standards with more stable configurations. Metals are stable because they are rigid solids;
low-density standards have been prepared from solutions dispersed and absorbed onto a
substrate (such as alumina).2
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B. Calorimetry

1. Principles. The calorimetric assay of radioactive materials uses the thermal
power generated by radioactive decay to determine the mass of SNM inside a container. In
the most widely used version of this technique, the heat generated in the sample is detected
by a temperature-sensitive wire heat sensor, hundreds of feet in length, wrapped around a
cylindrical sample chamber. The sample to be measured is placed in the chamber and
covered with an insulated plug. The heat flow out of the container is measured by the heat
sensor. The heat sensor is placed so that it detects a representative portion of all the heat
flowing out of the sample. As a result, the calorimetry measurement is independent of
sample properties such as matrix density, chemical composition, SNM inhomogeneity,
specific heat, or thermal conductivity. For most accountable nuclear materials with
appreciable thermal power, the calorimeter detects nearly 100% of the decay energy
transformed into heat.

To measure the quantity of SNM or tritium in a sample, the heat generated by the
sample and the specific power (W/g) of the radioactive isotopes in the sample have to be
determined. For multi-isotopic samples, the specific power can be determined by isotopic
measurements and basic nuclear decay constants. Only the decay constants are needed for
mono-isotopic samples such as tritium.

a . Heat Fuel Measurements. The calorimeters used for bulk measurements
of plutonium or tritium in DOE facilities measure the temperature difference AT" generated
by a heat source across a thermal resistance. The quantity AT is either measured passively
or is actively controlled to within a narrow range. In the passive mode, a sample is inserted
in the chamber and the heat flow out of the chamber is determined by measuring a
differential voltage AV developed by a constant current through temperature-sensitive
resistance sensors. The differential voltage is directly proportional to the difference AT
between the temperature of the heat sensor located adjacent to the sample chamber and an
identical reference sensor in contact with a constant-temperature air or water bath. The
water bath temperature is typically controlled to 0.001°C. The AV between the sample and
the reference is continually measured until an actual or predicted equilibrium is reached.
The measurement time at which AT is within 0.1% equilibrium ranges from 4 to 10 h
depending on the sample matrix and whether the sample temperature is preconditioned.

In the case of active temperature control, an internal wire-wound electrical heater
built in the calorimeter between the sample sensor and sample chamber is used. The heat
generated by the heater simulates the heat generated from a sample of SNM or tritium. The
heater is used to maintain a constant sample-side power W and hence a constant AT
between the sample and reference sensors even though there might be no sample in the
calorimeter. Addition of a heat-generating radioactive source in the sample chamber
initially increases AT beyond a temperature-controller set point. As a result, the power to
the heater coil in the sample side is automatically reduced until the preset AT is reached.
The magnitude of the power drop to the heater is equivalent to the sample power. This
active mode of operation is called servo-controlled. In the servo mode, equilibrium is
reached in 2 to 6 h.
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The procedure for calibrating a calorimeter is similar in principle to some other
NDA techniques. The signal AV, corresponding to a AT, is related to the power W by a
constant of proportionality. The calibration constant K, the calorimetry sensitivity, is
determined by the use of calibration heaters or radioactive heat standards using Eq. 7.

K = AVJWstd (7)

The sensitivity depends on the design of the calorimeter, in particular the thermal
resistance between the sample sensor and the reference sensor. The greater the thermal
resistance the more sensitive the calorimeter. Higher sensitivity calorimeters require more
time to reach equilibrium. Typical calorimetry sensitivities range from 4000 to 100 000
|iV/W. There is a small dependence of K on the sample power. In one case, a 1.6%
decrease in sensitivity was observed for standard powers increasing from 0.1 to 10 W.
For the passive mode of calorimeter operation, the sensitivity K calculated from Eq. 7 is
used with the AV measurement of an unknown to determine its thermal power. In the
servo-controlled mode of calorimeter, operation K is not used to measure the power of a
sample.

b . Specific Power and SNM Mass Determination.1 For a single radioi-
sotope, the power is related to the quantity of material by Eq. 8.

W=2U93QM/TmA , (8)

where

W = power, in watts, emitted by the unknown;
Q = total disintegration energy, in MeV, of alpha particle emitters

or the average energy, in MeV, of beta particles;
M = mass, in grams, of the radionuclide;
T m = half-life, in years, of the radionuclide; and
A = gram atomic weight of the radionuclide.

The equation can be simplified and rearranged to give

M=W/P , (9)

where P = specific power, in W/g, of the radionuclide. For example, this constant is
0.3240 W/g for tritium and 0.0019288 W/g for 239Pu. When there is a only a single isotope
in the sample, Eq. 9 is used for assay.

For a mixture of radionuclides, the sample power is the sum of the powers of the
individual radioisotopes

, (10)
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where M is the mass of the element being assayed, Rt is the isotopic abundance for
component i and other power-generating isotopes relative to the element mass, and PeB is
the specific power of the sample for multi-isotopic samples. In this case, the assay
equation is

M = W/P,eff (ID

The isotopic abundances of containers of plutonium-bearing materials are typically
measured by high-resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy using germanium detectors. Mass
spectroscopy and alpha spectroscopy are used to determine the isotopic abundance of
plutonium used for 238Pu heat standards.

2 . Standard Requirements. Calorimetric measurements require a heat
source that produces a known amount of thermal power. This can be produced by (1) a
radioactive heat source standard, or (2) an electrical standard that generates thermal power
by resistance heating. Both types of standards can be used to determine the calibration
constant K in Eq. 7. The only criteria for the standards are that the range of standard heats
used to initially calibrate the calorimeter be larger than the expected range of unknown heats
and that the upper thermal power is within the design criterion of the calorimeter. For
certain calorimeters internal temperatures greater than 40°C may cause epoxy components
to lose structural integrity. Standards requirements for gamma-ray isotopic measurements
are described elsewhere in this guide.

a. Radioactive Heat Standards. Materials that can generate quantities of
heat similar in magnitude to the items being measured for long periods of time are suitable
as heat standards. Radioactive materials that decay primarily by alpha or beta decay with
little or no gamma-ray decay are primary candidates for this application. The short range of
the alpha and beta particles ensures that all the energy is deposited in the source material or
encapsulation and is converted to heat. The low intensity of penetrating gamma rays also
reduces the radiation exposure for personnel using the standards. Plutonium-238 meets
these requirements and is the only radioisotope used for radioactive heat standards. A
typical isotopic composition of a 238Pu heat standard is shown in Table IX. The thermal
power and decay rate of the heat standard are dominated by the 80% 238Pu component.
The chemical composition of the heat source is PuO2. The isotopic composition of the heat
source must be determined with techniques using reference materials traceable to NIST.

Table IX
Isotopic Composition of 23SPu Heat Standard

Isotope
238pu

239pu

240pu

241pu

242pu

236pu

Weight Fraction
0.795
0.166

0.029
0.007
0.003

5.6 x 10"7
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The physical dimensions of the encapsulated 238Pu sources are typically small in
comparison to the containers that are being measured. Plutonium-238 standard sizes range
from the size of a pencil eraser for the lowest power to a ~ 0.5-1 volume for the largest.
These heat sources are relatively small because the high specific power of 238Pu, 567
mW/g, which is about 300 times greater than that of 239Pu, leads to a relative reduction by a
factor of 300 in standard volume relative to 239Pu. Plutonium-238 heat sources have been
constructed with power outputs ranging from 0.0008 to 115 W. Higher wattage sources
require storage in a heat sink such as a metal block, metal-shot-filled container, or water
bath. The radioactive material is encapsulated in several layers of metal rugged enough to
withstand high temperatures and severe mechanical shock. A schematic drawing showing
the multilayer containerization of a heat source is shown in Fig. 15. Plutonium-238 heat
standards having a thermal power of 1 W have dose rates ranging from 0.2-0.4 mrem/h for
neutrons and 0.8-1.0 mrem/h for gammas at 15 cm. The neutron emission is due to (a,n)
reactions on the 17O and 18O of the oxide component of the standard. If the PuO2 in the
source is prepared with oxygen enriched in 16O, the neutron dose rate will be reduced.

Fig. 15.
standard.

Plutonium-238 heat

• « * *

The power of a 238Pu heat source is established by measurement in a calibration
calorimeter that uses voltmeters and resistors traceable to NIST electrical standards. These
calorimeters have a built-in resistance heater surrounding the sample chamber. The
resistance heater is in series with a calibrated standard resistance. The unknown heat
output of the 238Pu source is measured with the net sensor output AVU, at equilibrium. The
sample is then removed from the chamber. Current is applied to the calibration heater so
that the power generated is approximately that of the new source with new sensor output
AVS. The power from the resistance heater Wj. is Eh Ih, where Eh, is the voltage across the
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resistance heater measured by a calibrated digital voltmeter (DVM) and Ih is the current.
The current is calculated from Ih = E/Rs, where the voltage Es is measured by the
calibrated digital voltmeter across the standard resistance Rs. The unknown heat standard
power Wv is calculated from

Wu = Wk + (AVU - AVk)/Kk , (12)

where Kk is the sensitivity of the calorimeter at the power level Wk.
x The DVM used for

the measurements of Eh, Es, AVU, AVk, and Kk and the standard resistance Rs are
calibrated by the site electrical calibration laboratory. There the voltmeter is checked by
measurement of a standard voltage and the resistance Rs is compared to standard resistors
maintained by the electrical calibration laboratory. In turn the calibration laboratory
standards are traceable to NIST through the Albuquerque Operations Primary Standards
Laboratory, Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Typically the
voltmeter is certified to be accurate to 10 ppm and the standard resistance to 15 ppm. The
accuracy of the 238Pu heat standard must take into account the heat distribution error of the
standards calorimeter and the uncertainty in the decayed thermal power due to isotopic
uncertainties. The overall accuracy of a heat standard calibrated at Mound Applied
Technologies for a 3 to 5 year calibration time period is typically 150 ppm (= 0.015%). A
calibration certificate that was issued for a 238Pu standard calibrated at Mound is shown in
Fig. 16. Larger heat sources that cannot fit within the sample chamber of the calibration

Fig. 16. PIutonium-238 heat source calibration certificate.
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calorimeter can be calibrated by comparison to sums of known smaller sources in another
calorimeter. The overall uncertainty for these higher power sources is larger than for the
smaller sources. For example, for a 115-W heat source the calibration accuracy was
0.075%.

b . Electrical Standards. Electrical standards can be used for calorimeter
calibration. With this approach portable heater probes are inserted into an adapter sleeve
inside the sample chamber and connected to a constant current source and a DVM. The
methodology for use of the probe is similar to the methodology for primary calibration with
an electrical heater inside a calibration calorimeter. The amount of power W generated in
the heater is W = El, where E is the potential difference across the heater and / is the
current flowing through the heater. The quantity E is measured with a high-precision
calibrated voltmeter and / is determined by a separate voltage measurement across a
standard resistor placed in series with the resistance heater. Calibration with a heater probe
has a more direct traceability link to NIST than calibration with ^ P u standards.

There are certain advantages to using electrical standards compared to 238Pu heat
sources. The 238Pu heat sources are accountable nuclear material and must be handled
following MC&A requirements. There are no such requirements with electrical standards.
For 238Pu standards, the radioactive decay of the samples leads to a constantly decreasing
power. For this reason, the 238Pu standards periodically must be sent to another site for
recalibration. Shipping requirements add to the expense and delay involved in off-site
calibrations. Electrical standards must also be recalibrated, but this can usually be done
onsite, with no shipping requirements and for a much smaller cost. The integrity of 238Pu
containers must be periodically tested by nondestructive testing (NDT) methods. This is
not a requirement for the electrical standards. A disadvantage to using an electrical standard
is the relatively complicated procedure for using the heater probe gear. No such
complication arises with 238Pu heat sources. Another relative disadvantage with the
portable electrical standard is that the DVM and standard resistor must be recertified 3 to 20
times more frequently than for the 238Pu sources. The certification period for 238Pu heat
sources is longer (3-5 years) than the certification period for the electrical standards (3-
12 months). If the electrical equipment has shown a history of operating satisfactorily, the
frequency of the recalibration will be reduced by the electrical calibration laboratory.

Both 238Pu and the electrical standard will not be available for use during
recalibration. Traceability to NIST is not maintained if measurements are performed with
equipment whose certification period has expired. Additional calibrated 238Pu heat
standards or DVMs and standards resistors must be available to replace the units being
calibrated to ensure continuity of measurement control in a production environment.
Calibration tags indicating the expiration date of the certification of the electrical equipment
should be affixed to the front panel of the equipment. A separate certificate specifying the
accuracy of the component for the certification period should be maintained. No calibration
tags are used with 238Pu heat sources.

Calibration heater probes have been produced by Mound for use in calorimeters.
The Mound Electrical Calibration Heater (MECH) probe has been used at Los Alamos for
accountability measurements.2 A schematic of the MECH probe is given in Fig. 17. The
heater element is located at the tip of the probe. The thermal power is supplied to
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Fig. 17. MECH probe.

the probe through lead wires from an external power supply. Different sizes of probes
have been constructed to fit a range of container sizes with thermal power outputs ranging
from 0.1 W to 150 W. A scanning DVM alternately measures the voltages across the
heater resistor and the standard resistor in series to determine the heater power. Both the
DVM and standard resistor are easily removable for periodic calibration. The power
delivered to the probe is measured and controlled by computer. Specially constructed
calorimeter cans, adapter sleeves, and baffles need to be constructed to allow insertion of
the heater probe. A photograph of the components is shown in Fig. 18.

Fig. 18. MECH probe components. From left to right, aluminum adapter
sleeve, electrical probe, insulated baffle, and calorimeter can.
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A small part of the measured thermal power delivered into the calorimeter is
dissipated in the electrical leads and not measured by the heat sensors. Thus the actual
power delivered to the calorimeter is less than indicated. The bias becomes larger for
smaller powers when the resistance of the heater becomes smaller relative to the heater
leads. For a MECH probe operated in the 50- to 155-W range, the lead loss was estimated
to be 0.12%.

The accuracy of the MECH probe has been tested against 238Pu heat sources. Good
agreement has been obtained for high-power sources. Agreement of 0.1% was obtained
for measurements at 89 W and 155 W for two calorimeters.3 The relative bias between the
methods becomes larger for lower thermal powers. Relative biases ranging from 0.5% to
0.8% were observed for a thermial power range from 1.7 to 7.5 W for one calorimeter.2
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IV. CURRENTLY AVAILABLE NONDESTRUCTIVE ASSAY STAN-
DARDS

In this chapter we will discuss NDA standards that are currently available from US
or European laboratories. Only two CRM standards have been prepared expressly for
NDA of SNM and we will discuss them in some detail. To supplement this limited
repertoire of CRM standards, scientists throughout the US DOE complex have fabricated
many different types of WRM standards and we will discuss a few of them to illustrate the
principles of the design and fabrication of NDA standards.

A. Certified Reference Materials

Only two available sets of CRM standards have been prepared expressly for the
calibration of NDA techniques. Both sets are intended for isotopic measurements: one for
plutonium and one for uranium. There are several reasons that only two sets of CRM
standards exist after 30 years of safeguards activities. Each set of CRM standards took
more than 10 years to prepare from the initial planning, through the preparation and
characterization of the SNM, to the final completion and delivery. CRM standards must be
shipped from the producing laboratory to the user, and it is well known that the
transportation of SNM across a country and especially across the border of a country is
heavily regulated and therefore nontrivial. An international purchase of a CRM standard
must first be approved by the SNM regulatory authorities in both countries, and then the
packaging of the SNM must conform to the shipping requirements of both countries. The
fact that the purchase of CBNM CRM 271 from Europe by a US laboratory took
approximately four years of time and effort is a vivid illustration of the difficulties
involved.

Both of these sets of CRM standards contain relatively small amounts of SNM,
whereas the amount of SNM required for a proper verification measurement with some of
the NDA techniques, such as neutron counting and waste measurement, may exceed
several kilograms of SNM. This requirement for standards containing substantial
quantities of SNM creates very stringent practical and regulatory difficulties. In many such
situations, the only viable alternative is to prepare and characterize the necessary SNM as a
WRM at the laboratory where it is needed.

1 . CBNM Nuclear Reference Material 271. This CRM standard set is
intended to be used for the nondestructive determination of the isotopic distribution of
238Pu, 239Pu, 240Pu, 241Pu, and 241Am by gamma-ray spectrometry. This standard set was
prepared by the CBNM, now called the IRMM in Geel, Belgium, and it has a certification
date of 20 June 1986. The set consists of four sealed stainless steel containers, each
containing a sintered pellet of about 6.6 g of PuO2. The cans are 40 mm in diameter and 21
mm tall, each containing one of four isotopic compositions of plutonium.

The cans are labeled according to their nominal 239Pu percentage as CBNM Pu 93,
CBNM Pu 84, CBNM Pu 70, and CBNM Pu 61. They are certified for 238Pu-242Pu and
241 Am isotopic fractions and the certified isotopic distribution as of June 20, 1986, is
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shown in Table X. Only a few sets of this CRM standard exist in the United States (Los
Alamos, LLNL, and NBL). The user should directly contact IRMM for availability.

A picture of the CBNM 271 set is shown in Fig. 19. and the schematic of the CRM
is shown in Fig. 20.

Table X
Plutonium Isotopic Abundance on

June 20, 1986

Atom Percent

Material

CBNM Pu 93

CBNM Pu 84

CBNM Pu 70

CBNM Pu 61

238pu

0.0117

0.0706

0.8506

1.2045

239pu

93.4392

84.3985

73.4248

62.6562

24Opu

6.2886

14.1578

18.2445

25.3526

241pu

0.2215

1.0197

5.4257

6.6376

242pu

0.0390

0.3534

2.0544

4.1491

241Am/Pu

0.1039

0.2157

1.1624

1.4362

Mass Percent

Material

CBNM Pu93

CBNM Pu 84

CBNM Pu 70

CBNM Pu 61

238pu

0.0117

0.0703

0.8458

1.1969

239pu

93.4123

84.3377

73.3191

62.5255

240pu

6.3131

14.2069

18.2945

25.4058

241pu

0.2235

1.0275

5.4634

6.6793

2« p u

0.0395

0.3576

2.0772

4.1925

^Am/Pu

0.1047

0.2173

1.1705

1.4452

. 'F t .

Fig. 19. Picture of CBNM 271 plutonium isotopic CRM.
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Fig. 20. Schematic drawing of CBNM 271.

2 . Certified Nuclear Reference Material EC NRM 171/NBL CRM
969. This low-enriched uranium CRM standard was prepared primarily for uranium
enrichment measurements, and it was certified with an accuracy of better than ± 0.1%.
This CRM was issued in 1985 and it was prepared and certified jointly by CBNM and
NBL, representing the first example of an internationally certified reference material for
NDA.1 This CRM may be obtained from the NBL in Argonne, Illinois. P. Matussek of
Kernforschungzentrum Karlsruhe (KfK)2 wrote a very good user's manual for this CRM,
and it provides a comprehensive description of the enrichment principle and the factors that
one needs to consider during a uranium enrichment measurement.

This CRM standard represents a physical standard in the sense that it provides well-
characterized bulk quantities of uranium in a well-defined, invariable geometry. The CRM
consists of U3O8 powder with five different 235U enrichments: 0.3%, 0.7%, 1.9%, 2.9%,
and 4.5%. The range of enrichment was chosen to span the range of 235U enrichments that
are commonly encountered in the low-enrichment uranium fuel cycle. Each sample
consists of 200 g of U3O8 powder sealed in a cylindrical aluminum with an inner diameter
of 70 mm. The 70-mm diameter and 200 g represent the minimum size of sample that is
required to produce 99.9% of the gamma radiation (at 186 keV) that would be obtained
from an infinitely thick sample. The physical geometry of the standard is shown in Fig. 21
and a picture of the containers composing this CRM standard is shown in Fig. 22.

The enrichment of this set of CRM standards is certified as listed in Table XI.

B . Working Reference Material

WRM is usually prepared by a single laboratory for its own use as a calibration
standard, as a control standard, or for the qualification of an NDA measurement method.
As such it may not be necessary to ship it from site to site, thus eliminating many
regulatory difficulties. Because many sets of WRM standards have been fabricated by
different facilities throughout the years, the discussion here cannot be complete. Rather we
have selected several well-characterized sets to illustrate the principles of preparing WRMs.
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Uitrasonic
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plug
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Fig. 21. Cross-sectional
view of EC-NRM-171/
NBL-CRM-969 standard.

Sample dimensions:

Total height H = 90.0 mm
Outer diameter
Inner diameter
Window diameter
Window thickness
U3O8 material height

Z = 80.0 mm
Ds = 70.0 mm
Y = 66.0 mm
d = 2.0 mm
H. = 20.8 mm

Fig. 22. Picture of the EC-NRM-171/NBL-CRM-969 standards set. The can at the
bottom of the picture is an empty container that is identical to the actual containers.
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Table XI
Enrichment of EC-NRM-171/NBL-CRM-969 Standard

Code

EC-NRM 171

Material

Set of 5 Al cans with U3O8 of
different 235U/U abundances

Certified Value

0.3206

0.7209

1.9664

2.9857

4.5168

± 0.0002 at 9

± 0.0005 at 9

± 0.0014 at 9

± 0.0021 at 9

± 0.0032 at 9

b 235U

h 2 3 5 u
b 2 3 5 U

fc235U

Unit

5X200 g

Price
(ECU)

7260

1 . Performance Laboratory Standards. In Europe, the EURATOM
laboratory at Ispra, Italy, has the most extensive collection of WRM standards. At Ispra,
PERLA was established over twenty years ago with the main goal of providing a wide
variety of uranium and plutonium WRMs to be used mainly for the calibration of NDA
instruments and techniques. These WRM standards are very well prepared and
characterized by several European facilities and analytical laboratories. The PERLA facility
and the available WRM standards can be used by NDA instrument developers to calibrate
their instruments and test their techniques. The PERLA facility has also been used to train
EURATOM and International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspectors in making
measurements with NDA equipment and for Physical Inventory Verification exercises.

a . Plutonium-Bearing WRM. A set of well-characterized plutonium WRM
standards was fabricated in the late 1980s with the main purpose of calibrating neutron
coincidence counting (NCC) techniques, although the set can also be used for calorimetry
and plutonium isotopic measurements. The quality control of the preparation and
characterization of this set of WRMs has been reported.3'4 The set consists of high-purity
plutonium oxide in sizes ranging from 0.5 g to 2.5 kg, composed of low-, medium- and
high-burnup plutonium (Table XII). Some were packaged in special containers for neutron
multiplication studies (MS/1000-S, MS/2500-S) (Table XIII). This set of WRMs is
probably the best-characterized low-impurity plutonium oxide standard available for NCC
and provides a good example of how WRM should be prepared and characterized.

Table XII
Description of the PuO2 Sample Batches

Material

PuO2

Lot

1

2

3

Description

Low burnup

Medium burnup

High burnup

239Pu (%)

- 7 1

- 6 1

- 5 8
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Table XIII
Weight Range and Container

Material

PuO2 powder

Weight range (g)

0.5-1.0

50-100

300-1000

1500-2500

50-250

250-1000

Container3

5

200

1000

2500

MS/1000-S

MS/2500-S

b . MOX WRM. While the above set of plutonium-bearing WRMs was being
prepared, a set of MOX powder and pellets was also fabricated (Tables XIV and XV). The
MOX pellets were in small rods clad with stainless steel or zircaloy.3 Some of the rods
were full-size rods representative of fuel rods found in reactors. They comprise a range of
Pu/U ratios and the plutonium ranges from low-to-high burnup. This set of MOX rod
WRM is also very well characterized and it is an excellent standard for calibrating NCC
systems.

Table XIV
Description of the MOX Rods

Material

MOX

Lot

1

2

3

4

5

Description

SNR Cl fuel

SNR C2 fuel

FDWR fuel

DWRfuel

RNKHfuel

Weight Range

Material

MOX powder

Pu weight %

- 2 2

- 3 1

-9 .3

-4 .2

-22.0

a9Pu/Pu (%)

- 6 6

- 5 7

- 7 9

- 8 4

- 6 6

Table XV
and Container of MOX

Weight range (g)

0.5-1.0

235U/U (%)

natural

natural

natural

natural

- 6 3

Container3

5

2 . PIDIE Plutonium Isotopic Standards. In the late 1980s, the ESARDA
working group organized a PIDIE. A set of seven plutonium standards of about 0.4 g of
plutonium, each with nominal 240Pu isotopic percentages of 6.0%, 10.0%, 14.1%, 19.7%,
21.1%, 23.8%, and 25.5% were fabricated at the Atomic Energy Research Establishment
(AERE) Harwell. Fig. 23 is a photograph of one set. These standards were distributed as
unknowns to nine laboratories in Europe and in the US for NDA measurements in late
1988. After the first results were synthesized by eight participants, a preliminary report
was written in 1989. Mass spectrometry measurements of small samples of each
plutonium batch were carried out in 1989 and 1990 by six other laboratories
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Fig. 23. Picture of the PIDIE plutonium isotopic
part of the picture contains no SNM.

WRM. The container at the lower

to complete the final analysis of the results. The results of the intercomparison have been
reported in Ref. 5. The plutonium isotopic distribution of the PIDIE samples are shown in
Table XVI.

3 . Los Alamos Fabricated WRM. In the US, Los Alamos has the largest
collection of WRM standards, accumulated through thirty years of research and
development in NDA. In 1988 a working group was formed at Los Alamos to examine the
status of the NDA standards there.6 The group concluded that while Los Alamos had many
sets of WRM standards, the documentation and the traceability to high-precision DA results
was less than desirable. Some of the chemical analysis results were available to only a few
staff members. A complete listing of the WRMs existing at that time can be found in the
Appendix of Ref. 6. There were also some significant gaps in the availability of WRM
standards. Therefore this working group recommended that several new sets of WRM
standards should be prepared and that any new standards fabricated at Los Alamos would
follow a more rigorous procedure, as outlined in Chapter V. Since 1988 more than ten sets
of WRMs have been prepared for a wide range of NDA instruments, and we will now
discuss several of the newer WRM standards. These WRMs are well-documented and
characterized, and the characterization was as rigorous as that for CRM standards.

4 . Segmented Gamma Scanning Plutonium Can Standard. One of the
highest priorities for new WRM standards at Los Alamos, as reported by the working
group in 1988, was for new plutonium can standards for SGS. Four sets of WRM
plutonium can standards, with a total of 20 cans, were fabricated in 1990.7 One of these
sets was shipped to Westinghouse Savannah River Site (WSRS).
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Table XVI
Plutonium Isotopic Distribution of PIDIE Samples Determined by

Los Alamos DA as of January 1, 1988

Atom Percent

Material

PIDIE 1

PIDIE 2

PIDIE 3

PIDIE 4

PIDIE 5

PIDIE 6

PIDIE 7

238pu

at. %

0.0111

0.0227

0.0474

0.1090

0.1321

0.9354

1.2608

239pu

at. %

93.7902

89.3798

84.6386

77.7986

75.9725

66.4662

62.1174

240pu

at. %

5.9669

10.0619

14.0951

19.7053

21.1524

23.8335

25.5418

241pu

at. %

0.1976

0.4424

0.9877

1.8265

2.0490

5.2465

6.4517

242pu

at. %

0.0342

0.0932

0.2311

0.5604

0.6944

3.5186

4.6281

241Arn/Pu
at. %

0.2257

0.2631

0.6165

1.5541

1.7177

3.7375

3.5492

Mass Percent

Material

PIDIE 1

PIDIE 2

PIDIE 3

PIDIE 4

PIDIE 5

PIDIE 6

PIDIE 7

238pu

Wt %

0.0111

0.0226

0.0472

0.1084

0.1314

0.9297

1.2528

239pu

w t %

93.7649

89.3379

84.5795

77.7175

75.8857

66.3439

61.9848

24Opu

wt %

5.9902

10.0993

14.1442

19.7673

21.2168

23.8893

25.5941

24!pu

w t %

0.1992

0.4459

0.9953

1.8399

2.0638

5.2807

6.4919

242pu

Wt%

0.0346

0.0943

0.2338

0.5669

0.7023

3.5563

4.6763

^Am/Pu
w t %

0.2275

0.2651

0.6212

1.5655

1.7301

3.7619

3.5713

These standards were in stainless steel containers designed specifically for the can
SGS. The matrix material used was DE with a density of 0.26 units. The plutonium oxide
was high-fired, blended for more than four hours, and sieved. For each of the cans, a
weighed amount of plutonium oxide was introduced into the inner can, DE was added, and
the lid was then welded shut in a glove box. The inner can was then bagged and placed in
the outer can, which was welded shut outside of the glove box. Then each can was
blended and vertically scanned to determine the uniformity of the plutonium mixture. If the
can did not pass a rigorous uniformity test, blending was repeated. Figure 24 is a
photograph of the cans for the standards before the lids were welded. The mass of 239Pu in
each can and the total and percentage uncertainty in the mass are listed in Table XVII.
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Fig. 24. Cans used for the SGS standards before
the welding.

Table XVII
Plutonium Content of SGS Can Standards as of January 1, 1990

Standard ID

STDSGMC-1

STDSGMC-2

STDSGMC-3

STDSGMC-4

STDSGMC-5

STDSGMC-6

STDSGA10

STDSGA30

STDSGAIOO

STDSGA250

STDSGB10

STDSGB30

STDSGB100

STDSGB200

STDSGC10

STDSGC30

STDSGC100

STDSGC250

STDSGCAL20

STDSGCAL200

239Pu

(g)

48.142

48.130

48.131

48.132

48.139

48.130

9.629

28.874

96.269

240.661

9.624

28.890

96.273

192.528

9.625

28.876

96.268

240.664

19.271

192.527

Uncertainty

(g) (%)

0.035 0.073

0.035 0.073

0.035 0.073

0.035 0.073

0.035 0.073

0.035 0.073

0.012 0.125

0.023 0.078

0.068 0.071

0.169 0.070

0.012 0.125

0.023 0.078

0.068 0.071

0.135 0.070

0.012 0.125

0.023 0.078

0.068 0.071

0.169 0.070

0.017 0.087

0.135 0.070
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Six relatively small samples were selected from different parts of the blended batch
and sent to three independent laboratories (NBL, Mound, and Los Alamos) where the
samples were characterized. The results were compared to determine the uniformity of the
batch and the grams of plutonium per gram of sample. Low-burnup plutonium (96%
239Pu) was used so that the 241Pu component was quite low (< 0.1% on 1/1/90), which
meant that the in-growth of 241Am would be slow. Therefore these standards could be used
for a long time before the radiation level would exceed the threshold for precaution in
handling.

5 . SGS Uranium Drum Standard. To calibrate the Los Alamos SGS drum
counter, a set of uranium drum standards was prepared in 1991-1992. It was prepared in
the same manner as the SGS can standards except that it was prepared in a modular manner
with 4-1 bottles. Normal 200-1 drums are too short to accommodate 4-1 bottles stacked
three high. Therefore each drum was lengthened by welding another drum to it. The
Cellutex matrix (used because it has approximately the same density as DE) was precut
with seven holes and stacked in the drum and then 20 4-1 bottles of uranium oxide were
positioned in the drum. Three drums were prepared according to the specifications in Figs.
25 and 26.

The standards were prepared from relatively pure uranium oxide (U3O8) diluted
with DE. The feed oxide was high-fired for several hours, sieved through a 100-mesh
sieve to produce a particle size of less than 150 microns, and then blended. Five samples
taken from different parts of the blended batch were submitted for chemical
characterization. The chemical analysis determined the uranium isotopic composition, the
uranium weight fraction, and the loss on ignition. The analysis systems used for chemical
determination were calibrated with CRMs.

Cellutex
Uranium and
diatomaceous

earth

Fig. 25. Side view of the 4-1
bottles in the drum in a
Cellutex matrix.

57.1
5 cm

15.4
0 cm
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Uranium mixed with
diatomaceous earth

Cellutex

Air gap

Fig. 26. Top view of the 4-1
bottles in the drum.

Each bottle was filled with the mixture of uranium oxide and DE and then blended
for 60 min. After all the 4-1 bottles were prepared, they were scanned for vertical
uniformity with the SGS system. This was performed by measuring the total corrected
counts in each segment, from the top of the bottle to the bottom, using the 186-keV gamma
peak from 235U. The attenuation of each segment was corrected by calculating the
correction factor from the transmission measurement. From the vertical scans, eight of the
standards were found to be not sufficiently mixed so they were reblended and rescanned.

The certified masses of the three drums are listed in Table XVIII.
One aspect of this set of drum WRMs is less than desirable. With this design, the

WRM tends to exacerbate the "end effect," which, if it is not corrected for in the software,
will produce a negative bias in the measurement.

6 . Active Well Coincidence Counter Uranium Standard. A set of
enriched uranium oxide standards was fabricated in 1991-19929 for use with the AWCC.

Table XVIII
Mass and Uncertainty of the Uranium Drum Standards

Standard

STDSGUD1

STDSGUD2

STDSGUD3

235LJ(g)

31.20

100.99

200.43

Uncertainty 235U (g)

+ 0.07

±0.21

±0.42
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The AWCC has two modes of operation: fast and thermal. In the fast mode, the
sample cavity has a cadmium liner that absorbs thermal neutrons; this mode is intended for
the assay of large uranium samples. In the thermal mode, the cadmium liner is removed to
allow fissions induced by thermal neutrons; this mode is intended for low-mass uranium
samples. It was decided that 15 standards could cover the range of sample sizes. These 15
standards can be grouped into low-mass and high-mass sets. The low-mass standards set
covers the 235U mass range up to 250 g and the high-mass set covers the range of 250 g up
to 4 kg. Samples below 250 g are to be assayed in the thermal mode and those above
250 g are to be assayed in the fast mode.

Approximately 18 kg of U3Og from four batches were blended into four new bottles
by taking approximately the same amount from each batch. These four new bottles were
mixed in a blender for one hour. Samples were drawn from each bottle for chemical,
characterization. The characterization included uranium mass fraction, uranium isotopic
distribution, weight loss on ignition (LOI), and impurity determination.

The standards were packaged into food pack cans; two sizes of containers were
used to accommodate all the different masses of U3O8. The smaller cans (A) were
12.75 cm in diameter by 10.16 cm tall. The dimensions of the larger cans (B), which used
double containment for the higher-mass standards, were 11.43 cm in diameter by 19.05 cm
tall for the inner can, and 12.75 cm in diameter by 20.32 cm tall for the outer can. The
masses and the container types for this set of WRMs are shown in Table XIX.

Certified 235U

Standard ID

STDUO10

STDUO25

STDUO50

STDUO75

STDUO100

STDUO125

STDUO150

STDUO250

STDUO500

STDUO750

STDUO1000

STDUO1500

STDUO2000

STOUO2800

STDUO3600

Table XIX
Mass, Container, and Estimated Fill Height of This Set of WRMs

235U(g)

9.98

25.00

49.95

75.00

99.99

125.00

149.99

250.00

500.00

750.0

1000.0

1500.3

2000.3

2800.2

3600.5

Uncertainty (235U g)

±0.02

±0.04

±0.08

±0.12

±0.16

+ 0.20

±0.23

±0.39

± 0.78

± 1.2

± 1.6

±2.3

±3.1
±4.4

±5.6

Container

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

B

B

B

Est. Fill Height (cm)

0.1

0.14

0.27

0.79

1.27

1.43

1.69

2.54

2.90

5.08

5.87

7.62

10.2

14.0

18.4
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One aspect of this set of AWCC WRMs is less than desirable. For some of the
low-mass standards, the fill height is less than 0.5 cm. Because the AWCC is sensitive to
the position of the AmLi activation source relative to the sample, any changes in the
distribution of the sample in the can could affect the assay result. In retrospect, for the
low-mass standards (mass < 50 g), a smaller can with the uranium oxide fixed inside the
can would be more desirable.

7 . Performance Demonstration Program Plutonium Working Refer-
ence Material. Of all the WRMs that have been prepared, this set of standards is unique.
This WRM set is not intended for the calibration of NDA instruments; rather, it is intended
to test the performance of waste assay NDA instruments. It is part of the waste assay
performance demonstration program (PDP) organized by the DOE National Transuranic
(TRU) Program. The program evaluates the performance of NDA instruments using
unknown samples.10

The PDP test samples were designed by a team of scientists from different DOE
sites so that the samples would be impartial to any particular assay technique. Considerable
effort was devoted to using Monte Carlo transport calculations in the design of these
samples. These WRMs were designed to provide exact quantities of plutonium and 241 Am
uniformly distributed in a low-density matrix material. The WRMs were prepared in three
sets: one containing ~ 20-40 mg of plutonium, one containing ~ 200-400 mg of plutonium
and one set containing ~ 2-A g of plutonium. (Exact quantities of plutonium are not
revealed to the user to ensure performance testing of the waste assay systems with an
unknown.) These samples were inserted into one of three different types of 200-1 drums in
a low-density matrix that was a special blend of DE having low limits on impurities that
cause (a,n) reactions with plutonium.

The WRMs are contained in stainless steel capsules, doubly contained and
independently welded shut. The inner container is cylindrical, 2.45 cm in diameter and
22.9 cm high. This allows the insertion of three sources per radial source location,
resulting in a total of nine sources to "uniformly fill" the PDP matrix drum. This design is
intended for flexibility in drum-loading procedures such that a variety of spatial
distributions can be achieved.

Waste generated in nuclear facilities is heterogeneous by nature. It is therefore
difficult and expensive to quantify the performance of any waste assay instrument. This set
of WRMs has proven to be extremely useful in testing the performance of waste assay
NDA instruments.

Conclusions

We have discussed in this chapter the two CRM standards that are available for the
certification of NDA measurements. We have also discussed a variety of WRM standards
that exist at PERLA and at Los Alamos. The latter were selected only to illustrate the
principles of WRM fabrication and the discussion is by no means complete.
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V. PREPARATION PROCEDURE AND TRACEABILITY

In Chapters II and III we discussed NDA standards for different types of NDA
measurement techniques and that the characteristics of each standard need to be tailored to
the NDA technique for which it will be used. We will now present some generalized
procedures for the preparation of NDA standards; if the procedures are followed diligently,
technically defensible standards that are traceable to the national measurement system will
be produced. Most of these procedures follow the recommendations of the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard Guide for Preparation of Working
Reference Materials for Use in the Analysis of Nuclear Fuel Cycle Materials,1 which covers
the preparation of both DA and NDA WRM standards. In this chapter we will point out the
specifics applicable only to the preparation of NDA WRM standards. We would like to
emphasize that the basis of any NDA WRM is a high-precision chemical analysis that
utilizes appropriate CRMs to validate the analytical procedure. A recommended approach
to producing WRM standards is given in Fig. 27. In the remainder of this chapter, we will
discuss in some detail many of the aspects of producing WRM standards that are listed in
Fig. 27.

A . Planning

The preparation of WRM standards requires careful planning and a written
procedure before the work starts to ensure the credibility of the completed WRM. The
written procedure should cover the entire project in detail and it should be carefully
reviewed to minimize the potential problem areas. It should include at least the following:
the intended use of the WRM; the selection and preparation of the SNM; the plans for
sampling and sample characterization; containers and packaging for WRM; and the plans
for verification measurements and statistical analyses to establish accurately the WRM
reference value and its uncertainties.

The starting materials for the preparation of a WRM standard might be SNM
material that is already in the desired WRM form. For example, one could take a batch of
uranium dioxide pellets or MOX pellets directly from a process run, appropriately sample
and characterize it, and then package the batch as a WRM standard. When the starting
SNM is not in the desired WRM form, then a different approach must be used to produce
the form desired. For example, one could dissolve high-purity uranium metal in acid, add
given amounts of impurities to the solution, and then chemically convert the mixture back
into the desired uranium dioxide form (after thorough mixing) to produce a WRM standard
with a specific level of impurities.

B . Preparation

The homogeneity of SNM in a batch of nuclear material used to prepare a WRM
standard is very important for some obvious reasons. First of all, it is important for the
whole batch to be homogeneous in SNM so that all samples selected for chemical analysis
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Fig. 27. Recommended procedure to fabricate WRM.

(DA) truly represent the entire batch. Secondly, it is important because it means that any
small portion of the standard can be used for a characterization measurement (for example,
an isotopic distribution measurement), and the results will represent the whole standard.
Normally, homogeneity can readily be accomplished either by chemical methods, such as
dissolving the SNM in acid followed by an appropriate precipitation, or by physical
methods, such as blending a batch of oxides for an extended period of time (several hours).
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The homogeneity of a batch of SNM can be determined to roughly 1 % by the NDA
technique of measuring the isotopic distribution of a small portion of the batch with a
collimated detector, or by neutron counting of small samples. A more precise test of
homogeneity can be performed by DA techniques, or, if the sample is plutonium, by
calorimetry. One can use either of these methods to determine the SNM concentration to a
few tenths of a percent. Usually the batch can be considered homogeneous if the results
from five or six sample analyses agree within statistical limits.

The form of the nuclear material in a WRM standard can be any stable form of the
SNM of interest, but special attention must be given to potential causes of instability, such
as problems with chemical reactions, problems with changes in stoichiometry, and
problems with radiation damage or radioactive decay. The forms most commonly used for
nuclear materials have been oxide powder, pellets, or metals. Once the SNM has been
characterized and packaged as a WRM standard (usually in the form of oxide powder,
pellets, or in metallic form), it is important that its characteristics remain stable for the
estimated shelf life of the standard. This is an important concern because it is well known
that regular plutonium oxide is deliquescent and readily absorbs moisture. However, if the
oxide has been fired to a relatively high temperature (950°C to 1100°C), then the plutonium
oxide is relatively stable and will not absorb moisture.2 The moisture content of a sample
can be determined by performing the weight LOI test. The LOI test should be performed
on every sample taken to determine the plutonium concentration. For the high-fired
plutonium oxide, the LOI weight loss usually amounts to only a few tenths of one percent.
Once the sample is prepared and sealed (normally under a dry nitrogen atmosphere), any
subsequent weight gain has been found to be negligible. This obviously means that the
standard must be very well sealed to prevent moisture or other impurities from seeping into
the container.

C . Weighing

The final determination of the amount of SNM in a WRM standard is carried out by
weight measurements because they constitute such a high-precision measurement method.
Therefore, it is important that the weight be determined accurately and correctly. The scale
or balance should be properly chosen to accommodate the range of weights to be deter-
mined and it should be at least a factor of 10 more accurate than the final requirements. The
balance should be verified with NIST-traceable certified weights both before and after the
weighing of the SNM. The certified weights and the SNM samples should be weighed by
one person with a second person to verify the weight readings to minimize transcription
errors in recording the weights.

An important aspect of weighing in the preparation of WRM standards is to
determine the appropriate time in the procedure to make the weight measurements. Let us
take the case of preparing a diluted plutonium oxide WRM standard for the NDA technique
of SGS. There are two potential methods of determining the weight of SNM. In the first
method, the empty inner can is initially weighed, an appropriate quantity of plutonium
oxide is transferred to the can, and then the can is weighed again to determine the net
weight of plutonium oxide. Then the diluent material (typically graphite DE) is added to the
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can, and after the can is properly sealed, the mixture is blended by shaking to create a
homogeneous mixture. This method requires that the plutonium concentration of the oxide
be determined by DA techniques. In the second method, an already diluted and
homogeneous plutonium oxide mixture is transferred into the preweighed inner can. This
method requires that the plutonium concentration of the diluted oxide be determined by DA
techniques, which is potentially a much harder problem, especially if the diluent material
cannot be readily dissolved. Graphite and DE are commonly used as diluents in the
preparation of such standards; both are difficult to dissolve by standard chemical
techniques.

D . Container and Packaging

It is important that the container material be chemically compatible with the WRM
matrix and that the container material not affect signals from the WRM. For example,
plastic bottles should not be used for neutron standards because plastics tend to moderate
the neutron spectrum and thereby affect neutron measurements. Some plastics also contain
fluorine, which will increase the (oc,n) signal from the standard.

Usually, aluminum, steel, or stainless steel containers should be used to package
the WRM standards. Steel (food) cans that can be sealed by a food packing process are
sometimes used, but food pack cans are nominally, relatively thin and tend to deform with
usage. Aluminum and stainless steel are better choices for container materials, but both
require welding to seal the container, which is cumbersome and costly if it has to be done
inside a glove box (for plutonium WRM). Few facilities can weld inside glove boxes.
Whenever a stainless steel container is used for a gamma-ray WRM, the attenuation of the
gamma rays due to the container should be taken into account in the calibration of the NDA
instrument being used.

After the container is packaged, it should also be leak tested to minimize any
possibility of radioactive contamination leaking out or moisture and other impurities leaking
into the standard.

E . Sampling and Characterization

Of all the steps in the preparation of WRM standards, the sampling and subsequent
sample characterization is the most important step and it needs to be planned carefully. It is
the combination of sampling and characterization that enables one to determine both the
uniformity of the batch of WRM and the amount of nuclear material in each standard.
Samples characterized by a trained analyst are traceable to the national system of
measurements.

Sampling is relatively simple if the WRM is uranium, plutonium, or mixed oxide.
Typically, samples are taken from different parts of a mixed and blended oxide batch to test
homogeneity. Sampling can become complicated if the WRM is in the form of fuel pellets.
But one can select fuel pellets from the same batch, then assure the uniformity from pin to
pin by measuring the U/Pu ratio or the oxygen to heavy metal ratio, and finally select
several fuel pins for DA.

Figure 28 is a block diagram of the United States nuclear measurement system.
Because the available types of CRMs for the calibration of NDA techniques are limited
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(Chapter IV), the traceability of the WRM has to rely mainly on DA techniques. Where
possible, DA CRM standards are used to calibrate the methods used to establish the
concentration values (reference values) assigned to the WRMs, thus providing the
traceability to CRM standards. Uranium- and plutonium-concentration CRM standards are
available from NBL as well as CBNM in Europe. Uranium and plutonium isotopic CRM
standards are also available from NBL and CBNM.3 The analytical laboratories should
validate their measurement techniques by assaying the CRM standards before or after
assaying the unknown nuclear material. The analysis method selected should be a
consensus standard method for the sample to be analyzed. For example, mass
spectrometry should be used to determine the 239Pu' 240Pu' 241Pu' 242Pu isotopic distribution,
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and alpha spectrometry should be used to determine the 238Pu and 241Am isotopic
distribution. The uranium concentration of a sample can be determined by means of the
Davis-Gray technique. Because of the importance of DA and its traceability to the national
measurement system, it is desirable to have two or more independent laboratories
performing analyses on identical samples from the same batch of WRM. This is necessary
to prevent any potential systematic bias from one laboratory. However, the desire to
minimize systematic bias must be balanced with the additional cost and the time delay.

There is also the question of how accurate the DA should be. A general guideline is
that the results of the DA should be more precise by a factor of 3 to 5 than and less biased
compared to the normal accuracy of the NDA technique with which the WRM will be used.
For example, in preparing a neutron standard for an NDA technique where the
measurement precision is typically 1%, the DA to quantify the WRM should have a
precision of ~ 0.2% so that the uncertainty contributed by the DA to the overall NDA
measurement error is relatively small, 0.02% in this case. In the case of waste WRM
standards, the DA can be more precise by a factor of 3. For example, an analytical DA
precision of 1% to 2% is acceptable for SGS WRM standards because the SGS assay
precision and bias are typically around 5%. In light of this, it is quite possible that a
combination of calorimetry and isotopic distribution measurements will be sufficient to
quantify WRMs intended for NDA measurements on waste nuclear material. The
advantage of this approach is that it is relatively inexpensive compared to DA techniques.

At least one of the samples should be analyzed for impurities to limit the influence
of the impurities on the certification of the WRM. Typical low-Z impurities that can have a
marked effect on neutron NDA are beryllium, boron, fluorine, lithium, sodium,
magnesium, aluminum, silicon, chlorine, carbon, and oxygen. Some samples should also
be archived to facilitate the resolution of any future questions concerning the standard
("referee" samples).

F . Verification

For a set of WRM standards that covers a range of masses (or concentrations), it is
necessary to perform verification measurements to check the internal consistency of the set.
This is particularly important for solution WRM standards. Solutions are ideal samples and
NDA systems for solutions can achieve an analytical precision and bias of 0.1% to 0.2%.
We have found that NDA techniques can determine the gross inconsistencies within a set of
solution WRM standards that range from low to high concentrations. The total corrected
counts/g of SNM should be internally consistent for all of the WRM standards in a set of
standards; we have found that some samples from a set of concentration WRM standards
can deviate from the average value for the amount of SNM by several percent. An example
of the verification measurements for a set of SGS can standards4 is shown in Fig. 29.
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Conclusion

We have outlined in this chapter the recommended steps to prepare traceable WRMs
in procedures that have been approved by the ASTM. It should be emphasized that the
foundation of the preparation of an NDA WRM is an accurate chemical analysis that has
been validated with CRM standards. If the procedures are followed diligently, technically
defensible standards that are traceable to the national measurement system will be
produced. While these steps are necessary, they may not be sufficient. To produce
CRMs, it is very important to have a thorough understanding of the scientific principles
involved in both DA and NDA techniques.
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VI. ALTERNATIVES TO STANDARDS

A. Detector Family Techniques—Cross Calibration

For both domestic and international inspections of nuclear materials, it is often necessary to
employ NDA instruments based on neutron time-correlation counting. For quantitative NDA, the
neutron-measuring instruments must be calibrated using physical standards representative of the
unknowns. For four reasons, calibration requirements and constraints are significantly different
for international-inspector-controlled NDA equipment than for in-plant operator equipment: 1) the
physical standards representative of the assay samples are generally not available to the inspector at
the plant; 2) the inspector normally covers a much wider range of nuclear materials than does the
plant operator because the inspector visits many different facilities; 3) the inspector typically uses a
family of similar NDA instruments rather than a single, specialized detector; and 4) the inspector
routinely transports equipment between facilities, making it necessary to frequently renormalize
prior calibrations.

The traditional calibration approach is to develop physical standards representative of the
unknowns and then measure them on the same detector that will be used for the unknowns.
However, this approach is frequently impractical for field verification, e. g., because the standards
must be sampled and the samples destructively analyzed for certification. Calibration and
normalization procedures have been developed for the Uranium Neutron Coincidence Collar (IAEA
designation UNCL)1 to overcome the above-mentioned problems. These UNCL calibration
procedures can be generalized for the other instrument families such as the AWCC.2 Both the
AWCC and the UNCL are active systems and hence they are more complex to implement than the
passive systems such as the High-Level Neutron-Coincidence Counter (HLNC-II).3

The basic idea of cross-calibration4 is to carefully calibrate one member of the instrument
family for an important category of material [for example, boiling-water reactor (BWR) fuel
assemblies] covering a wide range of mass loadings. The calibration parameters for this reference
detector are then fixed, and the responses of other members of the instrument family are
normalized to these fixed calibration parameters.

This technique of fixing calibration parameters (curve shape) assumes that the nonlinear
shape is primarily a characteristic of the nuclear material items, and any detector-related effects are
the same for all members of that instrument family.

The primary benefit of this calibration approach is that it reduces the requirements for
physical standards as well as the in-field time required to completely calibrate all members of a
detector family. For example, there are presently more than 20 UNCLs, and it is very difficult to
find a nuclear facility with a wide enough range of BWR or pressurized-water reactor (PWR) mass
loadings. Also, full use is made of historical calibration data. This tie-in with historical data
enhances the quality assurance of measurements. Another more subtle benefit is that detector-to-
detector consistency can be determined easily using the cross-reference approach.

The following sections give specific examples and recommended calibration functions for
selected detector families.

1 . Inventory Sample Counter5. The case of the inventory sample (INVS) counter
is considered first, because of its simplicity. There are only two material categories. Multiplication
corrections for both are insignificant and therefore unnecessary.
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The material categories of interest are

1. PuO2 powder, MOX powder, and pellets; and
2. plutonium nitrate and other solutions.

In all cases, the sample plutonium masses should be < 20 g for solids and < 10 g for
liquids. It is possible to lump several material types into one category because the neutron-
multiplication differences are negligible.

The preferred calibration function is

R = axm + a2m
2

where R is the real coincidence count rate (Reals), axm > > a2m
2, and m is the effective 240Pu

mass.

Note that the term a2m
2 represents trie small multiplication effects.

A set of physical standards covering the full mass range of interest is used to obtain the
constants ax and a2for the reference JNVS. The reals rate for a reference 252Cf spontaneous-fission
neutron source is measured at the same time as the calibration of the reference INVS. The
precision of the 252Cf reals measurement should be 0.5%, or less. The 252Cf data, based on
measurements made with the Los Alamos source CR-5, are given in Ref. 1 (Table I, p. 4) for
seven INVS counters. The calibration parameters ax and a2 are also given for MOX pellets and
powders measured in the reference INVS.

For in-field applications of the reference INVS, the measured response R is corrected for
possible electronic drifts by remeasiiring the reference ^Cf source (or one whose relative neutron
intensity is known), making decay corrections, and computing the electronics normalization
constant. Table XIX of Ref. 1 gives absolute and relative yields for 43 252Cf sources used
routinely by Los Alamos, the IAEA, and EURATOM.

A different INVS can be cross-calibrated by counting the same reference sample (or
samples) in both the reference and new detectors at approximately the same time and computing the
cross-calibration constant. Occasionally, a container correction is required.

The complete correction factor is

k = (electronics) • (cross reference) "(container changes), or

it = [R0(Cf)/R^JCf) • /7?0(INVS-ref)/R</INVS-X)7 • (container changes) .

The cross-reference term i?0(INVS-ref)/R0(INVS-X) can be measured using either a
plutonium sample or a 252Cf source. The counting precision should be a few tenths of a percent, or
less, because any error in this factor will appear as a bias in the assay.

The last term in k, which represents container or matrix changes or both, is needed only if
the unknown samples are packaged in a way that alters their INVS response relative to the original
standards. Usually, this term is uniiy.
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Given the stability of present-day coincidence electronics and power supplies, the
electronics term will be near unity under most conditions.

After k has been determined, the new calibration equation is

kR = ajn + ^m2 .

The significant aspects of using the cross-calibration procedure are to introduce the term /?0(INVS-
refj/Rj/INVS-X,) and to fix the calibration constants ax and a2 of all INVS detector heads for a
given material category.

2 . High-Level Neutron-Coincidence Counter.3 The HLNC-II is a more
complicated case than the INVS because of the significance of neutron multiplication effects in
larger samples. There are two possible calibrations: R, before multiplication corrections and Rmc,
after multiplication corrections.6 The calibration function for R vs m (effective 240Pu mass)
changes for different sample sizes, densities, isotopics, and impurities. Thus the calibration
function

R = a0 + ajn + a2m
2

is very sample-dependent, and considerable scatter is observed among different samples because of
the effects mentioned above.

On the other hand, if a [(oc,n) neutrons/spontaneous-fission neutrons produced in item] is
known, then the calibration function

<mc = am

is valid over a wide range of sample characteristics. The constant a defines the base-line slope of
the multiplication-corrected calibration. This is a constant for a particular HLNC-II (typical values
are a = 18.15 for p0 = 0.103), and the ratio of a/pQ = 176 is proportional to the detector efficiency.
The constant p0 is defined as R/T(\+a) for a nonmultiplying sample. For a typical HLNC-II, the
effective 240Pu mass can be written

m = 77[176(1+«)M] ,

where T is the total neutron count rate and M is the sample leakage multiplication. The variable M
is calculated from the R/T ratio, with a known value for a. The parameter a is 0 for pure
plutonium metal and calculable for pure plutonium oxide (or impure oxide, only if the impurity
concentrations are known) with known plutonium isotopic ratios. For cross-calibration, it is
necessary to correct both R and T before calculating M or using the calibration constant a.

The correction k for the HLNC-H is defined the same as k for the INVS:
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k = [R0(Cf)/RnJCf)] • /"i?o(HLNC-refJ/RofHLNC-XJ7 • (sample correction; .

The calibration equations become

kR = ao+ a^n + a2m
2, and

/?„ = am .
me

The totals rate Tis corrected by k05 because changes in the efficiency e affect R as e2 and T
as e. R and T are corrected by k and k05, respectively, before the R/Tratio is used to calculate Rmc

and M. These renormalization corrections are performed automatically in present-day neutron
coincidence counting software.

Reference values for 19 members of the HLNC-II family are given in Table III of Ref. 4.
Ref. 4 also gives unconnected and multiplication-corrected HLNC-II calibration parameters
determined from 39 bulk PuO2 powder samples covering the mass range of 60 to 7000 g of
plutonium. Use of the uncorrected R calibration curve is limited to this mass range. Samples with
different sizes, densities, and isotopics will scatter about the R curve, and the k factor does not
address this scatter. The Rmc calibration data do not scatter because effects due to size, density,
and isotopic variations are corrected. After the k correction is made, aU HLNC-II systems will
have the same linear calibration line, Rmc = 18.15 m. If one compares the calculated M with that
predicted from Monte Carlo simulations, we have p0 = 0.108, and a = 19.05.

The primary benefit of this calibration procedure is that all HLNC-II units have the same
calibration equation for the same material category, and new units can be cross-referenced using a
single sample or even a 252Cf source. To preserve the accuracy of this simple normalization
method, deadtime corrections must be accurate so that the shape of the calibration curve is not
distorted at the higher counting rates. Also, totals background corrections must be accurate
because of the use of the totals rate in the multiplication. This can require frequent background
measurements in situations where the background is significant and variable.

3 . Active-Well Coincidence Counter.2 The AWCC is an active assay system for
which the measured response R is more complex than for the two previous passive instruments.
In addition to the passive counting efficiency, the response is dependent on the neutron
interrogation flux from the AmLi random sources. The observed coincidence response R is the
product of the sample characteristics, the flux, and the square of the counting efficiency. This
means that when we calibrate and cross-reference different detectors, we must normalize for AmLi
interrogation sources with different neutron intensities.

To use the same normalized calibration function for a detector family, we have heretofore
assumed that the detector heads have identical materials, geometry, and flux profiles. Thus, the
AWCC normalizations must be made for each end-plug configuration, because changing the end
plugs changes the neutron flux profile and the AmLi source reference rate (To). It is clear that we
need to keep the end-plug variations to a minimum to avoid undue complexity.

For most field applications, a 252Cf source can be used to correct for any changes in
detector efficiency using the same procedure as for the HLNC-II. However, for some field
applications of the AWCC and the UNCL, 252Cf sources are not available, so the AmLi(s) are used
to normalize the detector counting efficiency. Because the calibration response is the real
coincidence rate R, the reference net AmLi total count rate is squared to obtain the appropriate
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correction factor. Whenever a 252Cf reference source is available, it should be used for cross-
referencing instead of the AmLi source(s). Out of necessity, it must be assumed that the
interrogation source coupling to the sample does not change with time. The interrogation flux can
be normalized using a uranium reference sample. This procedure checks both the flux and the
counting efficiency.

Various calibration functions have been obtained for the AWCC, and it is evident that a
function with an inflection is necessary to cover a large mass range. This arises from self-
shielding (negative curvature) in the low-mass range and neutron multiplication (positive curvature)
in the high-mass range.

For illustration purposes, a cubic polynomial with the possibility of a nonzero intercept (at
zero mass) will be assumed. For some calibration data sets, the inflection is not present and the
coefficient of the cubic term can be set to zero. In general,

kR = aQ+ axm + a2m
2 + a3m

3 .

For a different AWCC or the same AWCC (reference unit) at a different time, the
normalization factor is

k = [R0(Cf)/Rnev/(Cf)] • [fl0(AWCC-ref)/fl0(AWCC-X)] • (sample correction) ,

or when using an AmLi source if no 252Cf reference source is available, it is

k = [ro(AmLi)/rnew(AmLi)]2 • [flo(AWCC-ref)/flo(AWCC-X)] • (sample correction).

The ratio /?0(AWCC-ref)/jR0(AWCC-X)] corresponds to the responses from the two units
measuring the same uranium sample with their assigned AmLi sources.

Both the To and Ro values must be corrected for 241Am (Tm = 432 yr) and 252Cf (Tm =
2.643 yr) decay. A correction must also be applied to the measured value of R because of AmLi
source decay. For consistency, all source-decay dependent quantities should be corrected back in
time to the date of original calibration.

The sample correction term allows correction for known biases caused by differences
between the calibration samples and the unknowns. An example is calibration with UO2 in steel
cans and assay of UO2 in polyethylene bottles, which will increase R by a few percent. This
perturbation can be measured or calculated and applied to k.

Material categories that require individual calibrations include

1. HEU metal disks or buttons,
2. HEU metal chips or pieces,
3. U-Al bildchen,
4. U/Th/C beads,
5. U3Og powder,
6. UF4,
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7. Materials Testing Reactor (MTR) elements,
8. U/Th/C pebbles, and
9. UO2.

The most significant factor resulting in different material categories (and thus calibration curves) is
the 235U density (g/cm3).

4 . Uranium Neutron Coincidence Collar.1 UNCLs are being routinely used for
inspection activities by both the IAEA and the Commission of European Communities (CEC)
Safeguards Directorate, Luxembourg (EURATOM). These activities have led to increased
requirements for calibration of all the collars in use and a procedure to apply the calibrations to
differing fuel element types. The UNCL case is the most complex case to apply the cross-
calibration approach, but the UNCL derives the most benefit because of the relative unavailability
of fresh light-water reactor (LWR) fuel elements that can be used as standards. Compared with the
AWCC, only one AmLi source is used, thus the problem of unmatched sources is not present.
However, additional corrections are1, required because LWR fuel elements include many different
enrichments, pin configurations, fuel masses, and burnable poison loadings. The case of the
UNCL is treated comprehensively in Ref. 1 and thus won't be elaborated here.

5. Cross-Calibration Summary. The primary goal of the calibration cross-
reference approach described in this section is to reduce the number of physical standards and the
time required for calibration work. The larger the number of detectors in a family, the greater the
savings. Standards from several different facilities can be used to better define calibration curve
shapes over a wide range of fissile loadings. The cross-reference approach also makes it much
easier to spot instrument malfunctions and sample outliers.

Although the method was first introduced for the UNCL active assay system, the basic
method can be used with greater ease and better accuracy with the passive systems such as the
HLNC-II and INVS.

The AWCCs do not meet the full assumptions for applying the cross-reference approach
because the various detector heads can have different response functions caused by unmatched
AmLi sources. For example, if the top source is more intense than the bottom source, the
interrogation flux profile will be distorted, changing the shape of the calibration curve.

The cross-reference ratios and the calibration coefficients given in Ref. 4 represent a first
approximation to the final values. As more accurate calibration data are obtained, updates are being
made.

One of the basic problems in selecting the appropriate calibration functions such as
polynomials, power functions, or exponentials is selecting a reliable and representative data set.
The cross-reference approach helps to solve this problem if the reference detector and the primary
calibration data cover the full mass range of interest. Before the primary calibration function can be
obtained, the data should be

1. free of anomalous data (e.g., electronic noise or badly characterized standards),
2. accurately corrected for dead time,
3. accurately corrected for container variations, and
4. free of sample positioning and fill-height effects.
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The normalization constant k must be applied carefully for standard sets that span different
facilities and times. When there are known sample-to-sample differences within the sample
category, corrections for these differences must be made to k before curve fitting. The magnitude
of the sample perturbation can be determined using Monte Carlo simulations or experimental
measurements or both.

Calculational results using Monte Carlo computer codes can be applied directly to the
sample correction factor in k to improve assay accuracy. This topic is the subject of the next
section. The sample-dependent correction term in k can be used to correct any known biases in the
calibration equations.

B . Use of Monte Carlo Simulations to Minimize the Required Number of
Standards

In several important cases, sufficient information is known about the items to be assayed so
that accurate simulations of instrument response can be constructed. The first of these cases is that
of unirradiated fast breeder reactor (FBR) fuel elements. One of the primary assay techniques for
this important material category is passive neutron coincidence counting (PNCC). Another is
active neutron coincidence counting (ANCC) of highly enriched uranium (HEU) in the form of
UF6. A third case is of ANCC applied to fissile assay of research reactor irradiated fuel elements.
These cases are described in the following three subsections. Other cases also exist and some are
being actively pursued.

1 . Fast Breeder Reactor Mixed-Oxide Fuel Elements. In Ref. 7, a
calculational model is applied to the two-parameter (singles and doubles) PNCC assay of fresh,
finished FBR subassemblies and the results are compared with calibration measurements. Two
assay instruments were considered: the Universal Fast Breeder Reactor Subassembly Counter
(UFBC) and the Capsule Counter installed in the Japanese Plutonium Fuel Production Facility.
Passive UFBC assays of four Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) and six German SNR-300 FBR fuel
subassemblies were simulated. Calculated results are shown in Fig. 30, along with measured
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slope = 3.70+/-0.01

Fig. 30. Plot of calculated and
measured multiplication-cor-
rected real-coincidence count
rates versus effective 240Pu
mass for FFTF and SNR300
FBR fuel subassemblies meas-
ured in the UFBC. The linear
fit (through the origin) is that
for the calculated points and its
slope is 3.70 ± 0.01.

2 4 0Pu effective mass, g
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results for the FFTF assemblies. Passive Capsule Counter assays of five FFTF, three JOYO
assemblies, and one MONJU assembly were simulated. Calculated and measured results are
shown in Fig. 31.

For the case of the US FFTF fuel, the absolute ratio of calculations to measurements for the
multiplication-corrected-reals calibration constant is+1.1 ± 1.0% (average of four subassemblies)
for the UFBC and -1.3 ± 0.6% (average of five subassemblies) for the Plutonium Fuel Production
Facility (PFPF) Capsule Counter. For initial measurements of Japanese fuel in the Capsule
Counter, the absolute ratio is -1.0 ± 0.7% for three JOYO assemblies and +0.8 ± 0.7% for the one
MONJU assembly. The calculated results are very accurate and precise and offer more effective
and less costly inspector verification of FBR fuel elements by reducing reliance on physical
standards (as well as costly and time-consuming sampling and DA) to expand the cross-calibration
database.

Fig. 31. Plot of calculated
and measured multiplication-
corrected real-coincidence
count rates versus effective
M0Pu mass for FFTF, JOYO,
and MONJU FBR fuel
subassemblies measured i n
the PFPF Capsule Counter.
The linear fit (through the
origin) is that for the
calculated points and its
slope is 14.79 + 0.02.
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2 . Uranium Hexafluoride (UF6) . An AWCC was modified to measure variable-
enrichment UF6 in storage bottles.9 An active technique was used to assay the 235U content
because of the small quantity (nominal loading of 2 kg UF6) and nonuniform distribution of UF6 in
the storage bottles. A new AWCC insert, composed of graphite containing four AmLi sources,
was designed. Monte Carlo calculations were used to design the insert and to calibrate the
detector. Benchmark measurements and calculations were performed using uranium oxide
standards. The Monte Carlo generated calibration curves, normalized to uranium oxide
measurements, resulted in UF6 assays that agreed to within 2% to 3% of the DA values. In
addition, the AWCC was also calibrated for HEU ingots, billets, and scrap alloy using the standard
end-plug configuration for fast model I.4

3 . Irradiated Materials Test Reactor Fuel Elements. A special, ANCC was
designed, built, and tested at the SRS for the assay of irradiated MTR fuel elements. The
instrument operates underwater and is called the Research Reactor Fuel Counter (RRFC) system.10
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The RRFC contains twelve 3He tubes, each with its own preamplifier, polyethylene neutron
moderator, and lead gamma-ray shielding; two AmLi interrogation sources; and an ion chamber in
a sealed, stainless steel housing. MTR assemblies are loaded from the top; a funnel aids in the
loading process. The fuel assembly is centered in the measurement cavity by baskets designed to
fit each specific type of MTR assembly.

Calibration parameters for the RRFC were derived by calculation for each separate type of
spent fuel assembly. Calibration by calculation, rather than by measurement, is necessary because
of the lack of suitably characterized MTR-type spent-fuel assembly standards. However, the
RRFC can be calibrated for fresh fuel by measuring adequately characterized fresh-fuel assemblies,
thereby providing a benchmark for the spent-fuel calculations.

The calculational model was validated by measurements made on a fresh MTR test
assembly that can be configured with various numbers of fuel plates in various geometries. The
fitted calibration curve is

R = aml{\ + bm) .

The calibration parameters obtained from the measurements and calculations agreed to within 1 %.
The facility is now using the RRFC with the calculated calibration parameters for the spent MTR
fuel.

C. Use of Calorimetry/Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy to Reduce the Need for De-
structive Analysis

The combination of calorimetry and plutonium gamma-ray spectrometry is a powerful
approach to characterizing plutonium-bearing WRMs. The precision and bias are not as good as
chemical analysis, but the cost is considerably less and the results are much more timely. With
sufficient counting time, precision and bias of better than 0.3% can be achieved for homogeneous
and relatively pure plutonium samples. This is certainly sufficient for waste assay systems where
the precision and bias are in the several percent range. The precision and bias are probably
adequate for certifying secondary WRMs. In addition, in the US the calorimetry exchange
program has been ongoing since 1981. The data from this program provide assurance of the
accuracy of the approach at several facilities.

The combination of calorimetry and plutonium gamma-ray spectrometry should certainly be
used for the reverification of standards on a scheduled basis.
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VII. QUALITY ASSURANCE OF STANDARDS

A. Calorimetry Exchange Program

NDA performance may be tested by means of interlaboratory measurements on multiple
standards produced from one well-characterized lot of material. An equal quantity of the reference
material is placed in each container to be distributed: one to each participating facility.
Measurements can then be made using the same type of NDA system: neutron, gamma/x-ray, or
calorimeter. Interlaboratory exchange programs are useful in evaluating measurement biases
between sites. The measurements made by each facility provide a basis for evaluating shipper-
receiver (S/R) differences. The statistical information provided by an interlaboratory program can
be used to evaluate whether a S/R difference is statistically significant. A systematic difference in
measurement results exchanged between two sites may presage a difference in S/R results for a
shipment of SNM measured by the same instruments. The known bias between facilities could be
corrected using the exchange data. The standard can also be used in the facility for other
measurement control purposes. The exchange program may indicate a statistically significant
measurement bias for one laboratory compared to the consensus results and this may indicate a
measurement problem.

The CALEX Program was initiated in 1981. The format of the calorimetry exchange
program was similar in concept to other chemical exchange programs such as the NBL's
Safeguards Analytical Laboratory Evaluation (SALE). For the CALEX program, plutonium (6%
240Pu) oxide samples were prepared from a homogeneous batch of material. The elemental and
isotopic compositions of the material were determined by chemical and mass spectrometric
methods traceable to the NBS. The isotopic composition of the material used to prepare the
samples is shown in Table XX. The results in Table XX for the 6% 240Pu (CALEX 1) are based on
measurements made by four analytical laboratories.

Table XX

Isotopic Composition of CALEX samples (6% and 12% 240pu)*1'2

Isotope

238pu

239pu

240pu

241pu

242pu

2 4 1Am

CALEX1
(Weight %)

0.00944

93.8676

5.86

0.2338

0.0291

0.1429

CALEX1
RSD(%)

0.6

0.003

0.06

0.57

5.0

0.4

CALEX2
(Weight %)

0.0853

86.5304

12.169

1.0085

0.2067

0.4320

*CALEX1 isotopic compositions were measured on 1/1/89. Uncertainties are calculated from the data
from the four reporting laboratories. CALEX2 isotopic compositions were measured on 7/11/95 with
results from one reporting laboratory.
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One container with 400 g of plutonium was distributed to each participating DOE laboratory. Each
site measured its standard with calorimetry and gamma-ray spectroscopy and reported the results to
Mound Laboratory on a quarterly basis. There the data from all the laboratories was summarized
and a quarterly report issued to the participants. The data were intended for use by participants in
measurement control programs or to determine the bias of the measurement or both. No attempt
was made to standardize operational procedures or the frequency of measurements. The quarterly
average calorimetry results for the CALEX program in 1990 are shown in Fig. 32.' The reported
power measurements were decayed to a common date using plutonium and241 Am half lives and the
original mass spectrometry/alpha counting analyses of the materials lot. Most calorimetry results
agreed to within 0.2% of the power, 0.9759 W, predicted from the original plutonium weight and
mass/alpha spectrometry measurements. The results for CALEX gamma-ray isotopic
measurements are presented elsewhere in this guide.
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Fig. 32. 1990 interlaboratory
calorimeter measurements of
CALEX1 samples.

Recently the scope of the CALEX program was expanded. A series of well-characterized
12% 240Pu standards each weighing 2000 g with a thermal power of 6.2 W has been prepared.
These samples provide higher wattage standards and isotopic compositions representative of higher
burnup plutonium.2 The isotopic composition of this newer reference material (CALEX2) is
shown in Table XX. The CALEX isotopic results are discussed elsewhere in this guide. The
CALEX program is now administered by the NBL at ANL.

B . Calibration Using Calorimetry/Gamma-Ray Assay

Calorimeters are designed to capture all the heat flow from a plutonium sample. The
temperature-sensing element completely surrounds the sides of the cylindrical sample chamber.
Insulators and heat shunts at the top and bottom of the calorimeter ensure that the heat flowing
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through these areas is directed through the heat-sensing element. The heat distribution error can be
determined by moving a small, compact 238Pu heat source in the larger sample chamber and
measuring the difference in instrument response for different locations. It has been found that this
error is small, less than 0.4% for a 12-in. diameter calorimeter. This insensitivity to position
means that the heat measurement is independent of the location of the plutonium in the sample
chamber. Thus, spatial inhomogeneities will not significantly affect the heat measurement result.
The thermal powerW measured by heat-flow calorimeters is insensitive to thermal physical
properties such as specific heat and the thermal conductivity of the material in the sample chamber.
Only the time to reach thermal equilibrium is affected by these properties. The independence of
calorimetry from material properties is its primary advantage over other more rapid, but matrix-
dependent, NDA techniques. A calorimeter will measure the same quantity of thermal power
independent of how the SNM is distributed in the matrix and independent of the chemical or
physical nature of the matrix. The same thermal power result will be obtained whether the SNM
sample is solid, liquid, or gas, whether the SNM is pure material; whether the SNM is mixed with
high-Z materials such as lead or depleted uranium, low-Z materials such as paper, oil, or plastic; or
whether the SNM is mixed with scrap metal parts, such as from contaminated glove boxes or
machine tools.

High-resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy using germanium detectors is associated with
calorimetry measurements of plutonium-bearing materials. This type of measurement is needed to
determine the isotopic composition from which the effective specific power of the sample, Pe^, is
calculated. The quantity of plutonium in the sample is calculated from W /Peff. The sample needs
to be isotopically homogeneous so that the isotopic composition measured by gamma-ray
spectroscopy represents the isotopic composition of the whole sample.

The relative independence of the calorimeter output with respect to matrix type indicates that
calorimetry may be used in producing NDA physical standards. In general, physical standards for
NDA instruments have been produced synthetically, by mixing known quantities of pure, well-
characterized SNM with a matrix material similar in characteristics to the unknowns to be measured
or by selecting representative containers from the material category in question and analyzing the
contents using chemical methods. The chemical analysis may involve sampling the container
contents or completely dissolving the container contents after the appropriate NDA measurement is
made. If sampling is performed, a sampling error will be added to the overall standard uncertainty.
These methods of producing physical standards are expensive because of the cost of chemical
analyses and the generation of nuclear waste. A new standard set may cost more than $150,000.

The chemical route to preparing standards can be bypassed in many cases by using
calorimetry/gamma-ray measurements. The insensitivity of calorimetry to matrix and SNM
distribution inside the sample container suggests that it could be used in preparing NDA standards
at a production facility. Representative containers would be withdrawn from a population of items
from one category and assayed by calorimetry/gamma-ray spectroscopy. These assayed items
would serve as standards for other, more rapid, NDA methods such as neutron counting. The
calorimetry/gamma-ray assay technique is traceable to NIST thus providing traceability for the new
secondary standards. The method depends on the isotopic homogeneity of the material category to
be measured. The assay technique would also be applicable to material categories where there are
too many items to measure by calorimetry alone and where the more rapid NDA methods are
needed. A transportable calorimeter could be moved to locations with no permanent calorimeter
setup.
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The calorimetry/gamma-ray standards preparation technique has not been generally used to
produce secondary standards for NDA instrumentation but has been used for a closely related
activity: verification measurements. From 1972 to 1995, calorimetry and gamma-ray
measurements were performed by Mound Laboratory teams for the Safeguards Branch of the DOE
Albuquerque Operations Office. Once a year these teams would visit other DOE facilities to verify
the plutonium content of selected items in conjunction with DOE audits. A portable water bath
calorimeter and germanium counting system were shipped to the sites from Mound for the
measurements. The site visits lasted, two weeks including setup time. In 1983, a third measurement
technique, passive TNCC was added.3 This technique was used to increase the number of samples
that could be evaluated in a limited time.

The method by which the three techniques were used for audit verification campaigns was
essentially equivalent to the calorimetry standards preparation technique. Items to be measured
were selected from different material categories by the auditors. Some plutonium categories
measured were product oxide, low-fired oxide, electrorefining salt residue, direct oxide-reduction
salt, and direct oxide-reduction metal. Within each category, the Mound team selected several
items that spanned the plutonium mass range of the material category in question. Calorimetry and
gamma-ray spectroscopy were used to determine the plutonium and the effective 240Pu mass of
these items. The new standards were then used to determine the calibration curve of the neutron
counter. An in-field calibration curve, including additional calorimetry measurements, is shown
for an audit verification in Fig. 33.4 The remaining samples of the category were then measured by
the neutron counter using this calibration curve. Certain material categories were difficult to assay
by this technique. Materials with known isotopic inhomogeneiti.es such as crucible pieces or anode
heels in matrices with high levels of americium fluoride salt presented difficulties for the gamma-
ray isotopic analysis.4 However, for most material types, the calorimetry/gamma-ray
standardization technique worked satisfactorily.
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Effective 240Pu Mass (g)

Figure 33. In-field calibration via calorimetric/gamma-ray assay for passive TNCC.5
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The calorimeter verification measurements of plutonium materials provide an example of
using calorimetry and gamma-ray isotopic measurements to create secondary NDA standards. The
procedure outlined above could be applied by an individual facility to the assay of its own
inventory and would remove the need to buy, prepare, or chemically characterize NDA physical
standards.

C. Standards Recertification

NDA standards contain uranium- or plutonium-bearing materials similar in quantity and
isotopic composition to the materials to be assayed. The matrix material in which the SNM is
located is chosen to represent the material category. In that case, the matrix material of the standard
affects the NDA measurement the same way as the matrix affects the sample measurement.
Although the standard may have been synthesized or characterized correctly, over time changes in
physical properties could make the standard no longer representative of the material category
measured. The changes could lead to a drift in the response of the NDA instrument to the standard.
Changes in physical properties include stratification of particle size or clumping of particles or
both. Gamma-ray tomographic techniques could be used to detect shifts in physical properties that
might affect NDA instrument performance. Grow-in of gamma-emitting progeny with high
gamma branching fractions, such as 241Am from 241Pu or 208Tl from 232U, can degrade the
performance of gamma-ray analyses. The properties of the standard could vary over time and no
longer represent the material category. New standards may have to be produced to replace the old
ones.

Physical standards may exist with inexactly known isotopic compositions. For short-lived
isotopes the imprecision of the isotopic measurement can lead to a larger uncertainty in isotopic
composition over a period of years. This uncertainty is a concern for highly accurate calorimeter
measurements and leads to the need to recalibrate 238Pu standards. Currently there is no DOE
complex-wide requirement concerning the frequency of recertification of NDA standards.
However, the Albuquerque Field Office (DOE/AFO) has set a maximum calibration interval of 5
years for any calibrations in support of weapons, nonweapons, or general operations activities.5

The maximum period can be exceeded if formal documentation is provided justifying a longer
interval. This DOE order has been applied to setting the 5-year maximum interval for the
calibration of 238Pu heat sources.

The recertification of 238Pu heat standards is an example of the need for recertification
because of the change in standard properties with time. Plutonium-238 heat sources are certified to
a high accuracy, 0.015% (= 150 ppm). Uncertainties in the initial isotopic measurements of the
238Pu source material, partly caused by the lack of suitable isotopic reference materials, lead to an
uncertainty in the decay correction used to calculate the thermal power of the heat standard at later
times. Table XXI compares the power predicted from isotopic decay from initial value measured
by mass spectrometry with the average power measured in the calibration calorimeter for a typical
1-W heat standard over a 19-year period. The data indicate an overall 90 ppm drift over the time
range. A linear least-squares fit can be performed on the changing bias; the uncertainty of that fit
can be used to estimate the standard accuracy over an extrapolated time period. The accuracy is
estimated by Ibiasl + 12 sigma fitl.

The heat sources must be recalibrated every 3 to 5 years. Recalibrations previously carried
out for the DOE complex at Mound are now done at Los Alamos using special calibration
calorimeters. The calorimetry calibration procedure is described elsewhere in this guide.
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Table XXI
Calibration and Recalibration Measurements for

238Pu Heat Standard 1.0 W

Date

(days)[*]

3001

3001

4800

6185

7475

9887

9884

Power(observed)

(Watts)f**]

0.972683

0.972682

0.935921

0.908499

0.883717

0.839101

0.839153

Power(Predicted)

(Watts)

0.972638

0.972638

0.935888

0.908517

0.883727

0.839137

0.839191

Power (observed) -
Power (Predicted)

(Watts)

0.000045

0.000044

0.000033

- 0.000018

- 0.000010

- 0.000036

- 0.000038

[*] Day 1 = January 1, 1966
[**] Data are averages of replicate (4 to 9) calorimeter measurements.
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VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS

Following are six recommendations based on issues we identified in preparing this report.
We also give the rationale for each recommendation.

1. Establish, within the United States, a resource center (such as PERLA
in the EEC) housing an extensive collection of well-characterized NDA
standards and laboratories in which NDA systems are characterized,
calibrated, and used for training.

The US has no dedicated center where users can bring their NDA instruments for
evaluation and calibration. We recommend establishing, in the US, a resource center
such as PERLA in the EEC. The purposes of this US center would be as follows.

a. The user community could validate their NDA instruments and simulation
techniques using the wide range of types and masses of standards available at this
center. The standards at the center must all be well-characterized.

b. Fully calibrating the majority of neutron NDA instruments for bulk SNM requires a
set of relatively large plutonium- or uranium-bearing standards or both for each
material type. Many of the developed neutron NDA instruments have been
transferred to the commercial sector and, therefore, some standard instrument
models are widely available. Each instrument from a given family of a standard
model should have the same calibration curve shape. The "universal" calibration
curve of a family of counters could carefully be established for a given material type
and reference detector at this center. Also, the user could normalize the response of
the individual counter to the reference detector(s) by using the universal curve and
one or a few CRMs or WRMs.

c. The well-characterized standards would further serve the user community in a
variety of NDA workshops and training courses.

2. Request that NBL/1RMM develop several CRMs.

Several CRMs needed by the user community should be produced. Because of the
difficulty in preparing CRMs, they should be selected carefully in conjunction with the
development effort to reduce the number of standards required to calibrate NDA
systems. If NBL and the IRMM have difficulty in fabricating some of these CRMs,
national laboratories can provide support. The plutonium-bearing CRMs may be issued
in limited sets because of the difficulty in shipping. The two following needs stand out:

a. Plutonium metal standards. These will be used to normalize the response of
individual counters and can use the universal calibration curve established for these
families of instruments. We find that 3-5 thin disks of pure plutonium metal in the
mass range 0.5 to 10 g would be very useful.
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b. Low-density standards. These are useful in many ways. They can be used to
calibrate SGS systems, which are designed to assay low-density wastes. Because
of the relatively low density of these standards, the self-attenuation can be easily
corrected and these standards can be used for holdup calibration and testing. One to
two standards of plutonium and uranium in the mass range of 10 to 50 g would be
adequate. Only a small number of CRMs are required because the SGS calibration
is linear as a function of SNM mass.

3. Develop bulk-plutonium WRMs

Several WRMs needed by the user community at the resource facility should be
produced. These items should not be shipped from site to site. Three needs have been
identified.

a. Impure oxide set. Develop a set of impure plutonium oxide standards to be used in
studying the effects of impurities on neutron coincidence and multiplicity counting.
Six standards will be made; each will have a mass of 1 kg and a constant isotopic
composition (~ 6% 240Pu). The impurities and their (oc,n) yields relative to
spontaneous fission (the alpha value) will be as follows:

1. none,
2. silicon with a= 1,

3. silicon with <x= 1.5,

4. fluorine with a = 2,

5. boron with a = 2.5, and

6. magnesium with a = 3.

b. Pure plutonium metal set. Develop a set of pure plutonium metal standards to study
the effects of neutron multiplication on neutron coincidence and multiplicity
counting. Six standards will be made in the form of right circular cylinders and
constant isotopic composition (~ 6% 24OPu). The plutonium masses will be 30, 60,
125, 250, 500, and 1000 g.

c. MOX and wet plutonium oxide set - Develop a set of three wet oxide standards and
a set of three MOX standards to use in studying the effects of moisture and induced
fissions in uranium on neutron coincidence and multiplicity counting. The wet
oxide standards will contain 1 kg of plutonium with constant isotopic composition
(~ 6% 240Pu). The moisture contents will be 1%, 2%, and 3% by weight. The
MOX standards will have the same plutonium isotopic composition, will contain
natural uranium, and will all have a combined uranium and plutonium mass of 1 kg.
The plutonium masses will be 100, 200, and 300 g.
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4. Establish the combination of calorimetry and plutonium gamma
spectrometry as an acceptable, routine method to certify plutonium-
bearing WRMs.

The combination of calorimetry and plutonium gamma spectrometry is a powerful
approach for characterizing plutonium-bearing WRMs. The combination is less precise
and has a larger bias than chemical analysis, but the combination is cheaper and more
timely. With sufficient counting time, precision and bias can be better than 0.3% for
homogeneous and relatively pure plutonium samples. This is certainly sufficient for
waste assay systems where the precision and bias are in the several percent range and
probably adequate for certifying secondary WRMs. In addition, in the US the
calorimetry exchange program has existed since 1981. Data from this program assure
accuracy and precision of the approach at several facilities.

The combination of calorimetry and plutonium gamma spectrometry should certainly be
used for the scheduled reverification of standards in measurement control procedures.

5. Publish a reference manual on the standards (RMs) that cannot and
should not be shipped from site to site.

Some NDA standards, because of physical size, cannot be shipped from site to site.
Also, some low-level waste standards that are used to flag disposable waste at the 100
nCi/g level should not be shipped to other sites because of ease of preparation. It will
be very useful to publish a practical guide to illustrate how these standards are made.

6. Establish the calculational approach as an acceptable, routine method of
NDA instrument calibration.

Some standards cannot be characterized without being partially or completely
destroyed, for example, spent reactor fuel-elements. These standards would also be
difficult to store and maintain. For spent-fuel assay systems, a credible calculational
method should be developed, which must be acceptable to the regulatory agency. An
example of this approach is the calculation of fresh fuel assemblies and comparison to
the measured response, which can serve as a validation step in the calculational
standard approach.

Also, for fresh plutonium-bearing reactor fuel assemblies, standards are difficult and
expensive to access for calibration. Using fast-reactor fuel-element fabrication data,
calibration curves based on calculations have been shown to reproduce passive
coincidence measurements to within - 1 % over a wide range of element types.

In fact, for any plutonium item that is thoroughly characterized with regard to
geometry, mass, composition, and matrix, calculational approaches should yield
calibration parameters to within 1%. This should be verified case by case, to develop
standard calculational methods.
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